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Summary

In modern medicine hip and knee joint replacement are common surgical procedures. However,
about 11 % of hip implants and about 7 % of knee implants need re-operations. The comparison
of implant registers revealed two major indications for re-operations: aseptic loosening and
implant infections, that both severely impact the patients’ health and are an economic burden
for the health care system. To address these problems, a calcium hydroxide coating on titanium
was investigated in this thesis. Calcium hydroxide is a well-known antibacterial agent and used
with success in dentistry. The coatings were applied with electrochemically assisted deposition,
a versatile tool that combines easiness of process with the ability to coat complex geometries
homogeneously.

The pH-gradient during coating was investigated and showed the surface confinement of the
coating process. Surface pre-treatment altered the surface morphology and chemistry of the
titanium substrates and was shown to affect the morphology of the calcium hydroxide coatings.
The influence of the coating parameters stirring speed and current pulsing were examined in
various configurations and combinations and could also affect the surface morphology. A change
in surface morphology results in a changed adhesion and behavior of cells and bacteria. Thus,
the parameters surface pre-treatment, stirring speed and current pulsing presented a toolset for
tailoring cellular response and antibacterial properties. Microbiological tests with S. aureus and
S. epidermidis were performed to test the time-dependent antibacterial activity of the calcium
hydroxide coatings. A reduction of both strains could be achieved for 13 h, which makes calcium
hydroxide a promising antibacterial coating. To give insight into biofilm growth, a protocol for
biofilm staining was investigated on titanium disks with S. aureus and S. epidermidis. Biofilm
growth could be detected after 5 days of bacterial incubation, which was much earlier than the
3 weeks that are currently assumed in medical treatment. Thus, it should be considered to treat
infections as if a biofilm were present from day 5 on. The ephemeral antibacterial properties of
calcium hydroxide were further enhanced and prolonged with the addition of silver and copper
ions. Both ionic modifications significantly enhanced the bactericidal potential. The copper
modification showed higher antibacterial effects than the silver modification and had a higher
cytocompatibility which was comparable to the pure calcium hydroxide coating. Thus, copper
ions are an auspicious option to enhance the antibacterial properties.

Calcium hydroxide coatings presented in this thesis have promising antibacterial properties
and can easily be applied to complex geometries, thus they are a step in fighting aseptic
loosening and implant infections.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Fortschritt in der modernen Medizin ist so weit, dass Hüft- und Kniegelenkersatz mit
Implantaten heutzutage Standardoperationen sind. Allerdings kommt es in circa 11 % des
Hüftgelenkersatzes und 7 % des Kniegelenkersatzes zu nicht zufriedenstellenden Ergebnissen und
Revisionen sind nötig. Der Vergleich von Implantationsregistern zeigte zwei Hauptindikatoren
für Revisionen: aseptische Lockerung und Implantatinfektionen, welche die Gesundheit der
Patienten stark beeinträchtigen und eine wirtschaftliche Belastung für das Gesundheitssystem
darstellen.
Um diese Probleme anzugehen, wurde Calciumhydroxid auf Titan als Beschichtung aufge-

bracht und in dieser Arbeit untersucht. Calciumhydroxid ist ein bekanntes antibakterielles
Material und wird erfolgreich in der Zahnheilkunde eingesetzt. Die Beschichtungen wurden mit
elektrochemisch gestützter Abscheidung aufgebracht, da diese Methode einen einfachen Prozess
mit der Möglichkeit vereint, komplexe Geometrien homogen zu beschichten.
In dieser Arbeit wurde der pH-Gradient während der Beschichtung untersucht und zeig-

te die Beschränkung des Beschichtungsprozesses auf die direkte Oberfläche der Probe. Eine
Vorbehandlung der Titansubstrate veränderte die Morphologie und die Chemie der Oberflä-
chen und dadurch auch die Morphologie der Calciumhydroxidbeschichtung. Der Einfluss der
Beschichtungsparameter Rührgeschwindigkeit und Pulsen des Stroms wurden in zahlreichen
Konfigurationen und Kombinationen getestet und konnte ebenfalls die Oberflächenmorphologie
verändern. Die Oberflächenmorphologie wiederum beeinflusst die Adhäsion und das Verhalten
von Zellen und Bakterien. Deshalb sind die Parameter Oberflächenvorbehandlung, Rührge-
schwindigkeit und Pulsen des Stroms ein Instrument für das Einstellen einer angepassten
Zellantwort und der antibakteriellen Eigenschaften. Mikrobiologische Tests mit S. aureus und
S. epidermidis wurden unternommen, um die Zeitabhängigkeit der antibakteriellen Aktivität
auf Calciumhydroxidbeschichtungen zu bestimmen. Eine Reduktion beider Stämme konnte
nach 13 h erreicht werden, was Calciumhydroxid zu einer erfolgversprechenden antibakteriellen
Beschichtung macht.

Um einen Einblick in das Wachstum von Biofilmen zu geben, wurde ein Protokoll zur Biofilm-
Färbung auf Titanplättchen mit S. aureus und S. epidermidis entwickelt. Biofilm-Wachstum
konnte nach 5 Tagen Bakterien-Inkubation detektiert werden, was sehr viel früher war als
die 3 Wochen, die aktuell bei der Behandlung von Implantatinfektionen angenommen werden.
Folglich muss schon nach 5 Tagen darüber nachgedacht werden, Behandlungsmethoden gegen
einen Biofilm anzuwenden.
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Die kurzzeitigen antibakteriellen Eigenschaften von Calciumhydroxid konnten durch den
Zusatz von Silber- und Kupferionen weiter verbessert und verlängert werden. Beide Ionen
erhöhten die antibakterielle Wirkung signifikant. Die Kupfermodifikation zeigte dabei einen
größeren antibakteriellen Effekt als die Silbermodifikation und war gleichzeitig besser zell-
verträglich. Die Zytokompatibilität der Kupfermodifikation lag auf dem Niveau der reinen
Calciumhydroxidbeschichtungen. Deshalb sind Kupferionen eine vielversprechende Möglichkeit
für eine weitere Verbesserung der antibakteriellen Eigenschaften.

Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Calciumhydroxidbeschichtungen haben ein großes Potential
als antibakterielle Oberflächen und können sehr leicht auch auf komplizierte Geometrien
aufgebracht werden. Deshalb können sie ein entscheidender Baustein bei der Vermeidung von
aseptischer Lockerung und Implantatinfektionen sein.
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1. Introduction

Modern medicine has a big utility set to treat joint defects caused by wear, injuries or disease.
While the joint can be preserved when little damage occurred, in many other cases the removal
of the joint and implantation of a prosthesis is necessary. During the last decades replacement
of hip and knee joints became a standard procedure and total numbers of implantations rose
and further rising was predicted [1]. In order to track the outcome of joint replacement, joint
registers were founded in many countries. Based on the collected data the number of revisions
can be estimated at about 11 % for hip implants and about 7 % for knee implants. Moreover,
two major indications causing implant re-operations could be identified: aseptic loosening and
implant infection [2–6]. In the last years, the fraction of re-operation due to infection even rose
[7]. Both have negative effects on the patient’s health and prolong treatment, but of course an
implant infection is more severe and can be life threatening. Studies show a one-year mortality
rate after revision due to implant infection of about 8 % compared to a mortality rate of 5 %
after revision due to aseptic loosening for total hip arthroplasties [8]. The mortality after
90 days was 2.6 %, which is higher than that after carotid endarterectomy, prostatectomy, or
kidney transplant [9]. Even if the percentages of infections will stay the same, this will result
in more afflicted patients, as the total volume of joint replacement increases steadily. This is
because the population is getting older, in general healthier and wants to be agile until old
age [10]. Moreover, a higher number of older and younger patients as before get implants,
because of the good results obtained. Increasing obesity causes joint wear and again leads to
more implantations of prostheses [11]. Additional to the personal problems of the patient, the
economic burden of implant infections is high and will also increase in future [1, 12].

Even technical and organizational improvements could not eradicate all bacteria on surgical
instruments and gloves of the personnel, thus a risk of a bacterial infection arises [13–16]. Many
attempts were made to address implant infections and aseptic loosening with a large variety of
implant coatings [17]. Calcium phosphate coatings are available systems to accelerate bone
formation around implants and consequently improve the anchoring of the implants [18, 19].
This is important, because a fast and good implant fixation is the first step to circumvent
aseptic loosening and infections [20, 21]. The most common calcium phosphate coating consists
of hydroxyapatite (HA) because it has a similar composition as the mineral phase of natural
bone [19, 22–24]. Plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite (PS-HA) was the first coating and gained
importance due to faster and stronger fixation as well as increased bone formation around
the implant [25]. Nevertheless, some drawbacks exist. A disadvantage of plasma spraying is,
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1. Introduction

that recrystallization and phase changes are unavoidable due to heating of the materials [26]
leading to unwanted phases with different dissolution behavior. Thus, the biodegradation and
bioresorption can be difficult to predict [27].
Due to these drawbacks, electrochemically assisted deposition (ECAD) was developed as

alternative method [18, 28–31]. It utilizes electrical current for the electrolysis of water, which
then leads to a lower pH-value at the cathode. As the solubility of calcium phosphates is pH
dependent, at a lower pH-value calcium phosphates and many hydroxides are less soluble and
deposit at the surface [32, 33]. The term assisted is assigned to an indirect use of the current via
the electrolysis of water. ECAD operates at low temperatures, is not a line-of-sight technique
and can thus be used to coat complex geometries homogeneously. A study showed that a HA
coating amplified infections with Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) compared to the Ti-6Al-4V
control, which is a common implant material [34]. Thus, a pure improvement of bone formation
comes with the risk of a more severe implant infection. Here, a dual active coating, which
enhances bone formation and has antibacterial properties, would be preferable.

In 2008 Drechsler et al. [35] firstly reported a calcium hydroxide coating produced by ECAD,
which showed good cytocompatibility and antibacterial properties and the potential for enhanced
bone formation. The aim of this work is to gain deeper insight into the dependencies of the
calcium hydroxide coating formation during deposition and to further evaluate the antibacterial
properties. At first this thesis had a look at the pH-value in the electrolyte during the coating
process to clarify the dimensions of the deposition zone. The basic deposition zone around
the samples during ECAD was visualized with Phenolphthalein. In a next step, the surface
of the samples was altered before coating to increase wettability and roughness. This was
hypothesized to lead to higher coating masses and more homogeneous coatings. The parameters
of the coating process stirring and pulsing were also changed. Pulsing should result in more
homogeneous coatings. The spikes of the coating would be dissolved during the phases of zero
current flow, which would make the surface smoother. In the next phase of current flow further
deposition would result in a more homogeneous coating. Moreover, stirring during coating
was assumed to have the same effect. Clearly, a combination of the two parameters could also
have a positive effect on the coating homogeneity and was investigated in detail. The vital
parameter of the calcium hydroxide coatings is their antibacterial potential. Therefore, it was
assessed with agar diffusion test, water soluble tetrazolium salt (WST)-test and a sonication
assay. A reduced biofilm formation on calcium hydroxide coatings was assumed. Thus, the
investigation of biofilms with concanavalin A (ConA), SYBR-Green and Hoechst staining as
well as scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was established with biofilms on titanium
samples. A decisive feature of antibacterial implant coatings is their cytocompatibility to enable
an adequate implant ingrowth and new bone formation. The cytocompatibility of calcium
hydroxide coatings was evaluated with human fetal osteoblast cell line (hFOB) over 10 days.
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2. Theoretical background

The manifoldness of available arthroplasties has set the surgeon into position to treat a large
variety of medical indications like joint failure, osteoarthritis, bone loss due to e. g. carcinoma,
osteoporosis or infections of a joint or a primary implant. This chapter concentrates on the
metallic part of the prostheses with a focus on titanium and its alloys. Furthermore, numbers
for the outcome of implantations from different implant registers are summarized with special
interest in numbers for aseptic loosening and implant infections. Implant infections require
intensive treatment, that is described in the next section, including the role of biofilms. All this
leads to the importance of preventive measures against aseptic loosening and implant infections.
Consequently, coating techniques and implant coatings for enhanced osseointegration and
antibacterial coatings are discussed with special focus on electrochemically assisted deposition
(ECAD) and calcium hydroxide as antibacterial agent.

2.1. Implant materials

A material needs to fulfill certain requirements in order to be suitable for medical applications.
First of all, biocompatibility is important, but also corrosion resistance, fatigue strength and
Young’s modulus are relevant properties. Processability and material costs must be also
considered because they decide if industrial production of an implant is feasible.

2.1.1. Biological requirements

Biocompatibility is difficult to define in a positive way and listing the tasks and prerequisites
an implant must fulfill is an endless job and differs depending on implant type and intended
application. Therefore, the easiest definition is: The implant must not measurably harm the
host neither by material nor design [36] and it should work in the same way as the natural item
it replaces. Of course, nature will always be better, but the better nature is matched the better
is the implant [37]. Corrosion resistance interplays with biocompatibility, because corroding
implants release metal ions, which often lead to inflammation [38] or are even toxic [39–41].
In the course of time a corroding implant will sooner or later lose its mechanical stability and
fail. The fatigue strength under the given conditions, surrounding medium and load, must be
high enough to withstand cyclic loading over estimated 107 cycles within 20 years [36]. Young’s
modulus of the metallic implant should be in the range of the surrounding bone to prevent
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2. Theoretical background

stress shielding. Bone always adapts to the loading situation, which is essential for growth,
maintenance and changes in behavior during life [42]. If the Young’s modulus of an implant is
much higher, the bone tries to adapt to the new loading situation. This results in bone loss at
the unloaded side and more bone growth at the loaded side. Consequences can be mechanical
loosening and total implant failure due to thin bone supporting area [43–47].
When it comes to the formation of bone around implants osteoinduction, osteoconduction

and osseointegration play an important role [22]. Osteoinduction is the active stimulation of
differentiation of pluripotent cells into bone-forming cells and thus the stimulation of new bone
formation [22, 48]. Osteoconduction means that a material allows unhampered bone growth
on the surface or into the (porous) material [22, 48]. Osseointegration describes the direct
contact of the implant and living bone on a light microscopic level. A histological definition of
“Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary” is “direct anchorage of an implant by the formation
of bony tissue around the implant without the growth of fibrous tissue at the bone-implant
interface” [22]. A more practical definition is the rigid asymptomatic fixation of an implant in
bone that is maintained during normal functional loading [22, 49].

2.1.2. Mechanical requirements

For load-bearing implants, metals are used mainly because of their superior mechanical per-
formance compared to polymers and ceramics. A recently used polymeric implant material is
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) that is implanted as cervical or lumbar interbody fusions [50].
Even though PEEK can reach the lowest levels of the Young’s modulus of cortical bone [51]
this is not sufficient for the use as hip or knee arthroplasty. Moreover, PEEK seems not to be
integrated in bone as well as titanium [50] but possesses high potential for applications in the
future after improvements of the material properties [52]. In acetabular hip cups ultra-high
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is used as liner because of its good wear-resistance
and low friction coefficient [36].

Using ceramic materials, especially hydroxyapatite (HA) is obvious, because HA is the main
mineral phase of bone [24, 53]. However, bone is not a pure ceramic, but composed of collagen
fibrils and HA, cheap and lightweight materials, that make up about 95 % of the dry weight of
bone [54]. The complex hierarchical structure results in the excellent fracture resistance that
exceeds the values of the constituents and homogeneous mixtures of them by far. Involved are
diverse deformation and toughening mechanisms at all length scales [42]. Molecular uncoiling
and fibrillar sliding are intrinsic mechanisms at the smallest length scale that promote ductility
of the bone [55, 56]. At the coarser length scales (10 µm to 100 µm) crack bridging and crack
deflection/twist contribute to the resistance of bone [57, 58]. Especially the brittle interface of
secondary osteons is most effective in crack deflection that diverts the crack path from the plane
of maximum tensile stress, thus increasing the force needed for crack propagation. Moreover,
bone has a large self-healing capacity, a feature where artificial materials lag far behind [42].
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2.1. Implant materials

Nevertheless, artificial ceramics are used in special applications. While ceramics tend to fail
when exposed to tensile or shear stress, they are excellent in pressure load situations e. g. in
heads and liners of hip implants made of Al2O3 or ZrO2 [36]. In addition, their low friction
coefficients together with the UHMWPE liner and good wear-resistance makes them favorable
for this application [36].

A benefit of metals is, that they allow the use of coating techniques where electrical conduc-
tivity is needed. The mostly used metals for implant and medical applications are stainless
steel, CoCr alloys and titanium as well as titanium alloys [59]. The popular stainless steel 316L
without surface treatment is today only used for short-term implants because it corrodes too
fast in the body environment [36, 59–61]. But high nitrogen and nickel free stainless steels
like Orthinox still have a high market-share in total hip replacements [36] but may suffer from
fractures [62]. Cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys are used in orthopedics with good success,
but the risk of metal ions is given. Cobalt and chromium are allergenic, and their release has
caused huge problems in metal-on-metal bearings [36, 63, 64].

2.1.3. Titanium and its alloys as implant material

Titanium and its alloys have a relative low Young’s modulus compared to other metals and
high corrosion resistance as well as high strength and meet the requirements for biomedical
applications better than stainless steel or CoCr-alloys [61, 65]. Therefore, this section provides
a closer look at titanium and its diverse alloys. They have a broad range of application in
nearly all technological fields ranging from lightweight automotive components over tubes for
the chemical industry to medical applications as implants [65]. The original usage was in
aerospace applications in airframes or aero-engines and in Soviet Alpha Class titanium hull
submarines due to its high strength to density ratio [65]. Titanium is a transition metal and
has two modifications. The α form is hexagonal close packed (hcp) and changes into a β form, a
body centered cubic (bcc) at 882 ◦C. The phase diagrams for the addition of α- or β-stabilizers
are given in figure 2.1.

β

α+βα
α

α+β

β

882882

T in °CT in °C

Ti + α-stabilizer Ti + β-stabilizer

Figure 2.1: Phase diagrams of titanium with α- and β-stabilizer. Adapted from https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Phasen-Titan.png, Luenibaer, public domain.
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2. Theoretical background

Oxygen diffusion limits the use of titanium to below 600 ◦C because at higher temperatures
diffusion becomes too high and the oxygen layer starts to expand leading to a brittle surface
that breaks and chips easily [65, p. 15]. Luckily, this limitation is far beyond the temperature
range for medical applications. The high reactivity of titanium with oxygen is a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, it causes a high price, because vacuum and inert gas atmospheres
are needed during melting and milling. On the other hand, the TiO2 oxide layer formed
instantaneously when in contact with air is responsible for the high corrosion resistance and
good biocompatibility [59]. Commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti), TiAl6V4 and TiAl6Nb7 are
mainly used for biomedical applications [44] and are described in more detail below.

Commercially pure titanium

Commercially pure titanium is available in four grades that have different contents of iron
and oxygen that are listed in table 2.1. Higher oxygen content is responsible for higher yield
stress. CP-Ti is better formable than many titanium alloys and can therefore be used for more
complex geometries and is very useful for craniofacial and maxillofacial implants [65, 66]. It
is also highly biocompatible as CP-Ti has no toxic alloying elements and forms a stable TiO2

surface.

Table 2.1: Iron (Fe) and oxygen (O) content in different grades of commercially pure titanium [65].

Grade Fe O
in g/100g in g/100g

1 0.2 0.18
2 0.3 0.25
3 0.3 0.35
4 0.5 0.40

Titanium alloys

Three different alloy types exist, that have either a stabilized α, α + β or β phase. They
vary in Young’s modulus, yield strength and temperature stability. The Young’s modulus of
β alloys is generally lower than that of α and α + β alloys and lies in the range of 100 GPa
to 105 GPa compared to 105 GPa for CP-Ti (α) and about 115 GPa for α + β alloys [65, p.
18]. The ideal Young’s modulus to avoid stress shielding of an implant would be that of the
surrounding natural bone, which is in the range of 15 GPa for cortical bone and 1 GPa for
cancellous bone [67].

Ti-6Al-4V is always used when the strength of CP-Ti is not sufficient anymore. The elements
Al, O, N and C are strong α stabilizers and Al is the most important of them. Aluminum
increases the Young’s modulus of the α phase and vanadium stabilizes the β-phase [68], thus
Ti-6Al-4V is a α+ β-alloy. Ti-6Al-4V was used in a study with mini-implants for orthodontic
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anchorage instead of CP-Ti because its higher yield strength enabled the low dimensions of the
mini-implants. One drawback of Ti-6Al-4V was, that elevated vanadium levels were detected in
the kidney, liver and lung of rabbits after 1, 4 and 12 weeks. The total amount remained below
the toxic limit at its maximum after 4 weeks, but the results showed, that vanadium release
from Ti-6Al-4V does occur and must be considered [69]. Consequently, new β titanium alloys
with Nb, Ta, Zr and Mo were investigated, because they can have higher fatigue strength, a
lower Young’s modulus more similar to that of bone and enhanced biocompatibility due to the
replacement of vanadium which is suspected to have a long-term negative toxic effect [65, p.
11]. TiAl6Nb7 was developed to evade vanadium. TiAl6Nb7 has even elevated biocompatibility
compared to Ti-6Al-4V while maintaining similar mechanical properties [68, 70].
The neurotoxicity of aluminum and its connection to Alzheimer’s disease is controversially

discussed, but an impact on patient’s health cannot be neglected [71–74]. Therefore, alloys
without aluminum and vanadium were developed and investigated, for example the titanium
zirconium alloy TiZr1317 [75]. Compared to CP-Ti it exhibited about equal osseointegration [75],
equal biocompatibility, doubled hardness [76], a 40 % increased tensile strength and a 60 %
higher yield strength [75].
CP-Ti and all titanium alloys have their special properties and are successfully used in

medical applications. However, improvements are still desirable to minimize the number of
aseptic loosening and implant infections.

2.2. Statistics about endoprostheses

With a rising number of implantations, the need for comparability and an overview over existing
methods rose and led to the worldwide foundation of a variety of registries investigating and
summarizing data of many clinics and patients as well as different implant types. From that data,
aseptic loosening and implant infections were identified as the two major problems (compare
table 2.2).

Aseptic loosening is defined as implant loosening without an infection. But about true causes
for loosening many theories exist and it is most likely a multi-factorial process [43]. Loosening
may be started by missing primary fixation and micro-motion within the first years and can
have mechanical reasons. In addition, particles and endotoxins at their surface play a huge
role and negatively affects the outcome through the induction of macrophages that synthesize
cytokines. Cytokines from the macrophages can activate osteoclasts that lead to bone resorption
and consequently amplify the beginning loosening. Interestingly, the origin of debris particles
e. g., from the polyethylene liner, the cup, the stem or the cement and thus their material is
less important than the size of the particles [43]. Stress shielding is another possible reason.
The implantation of an artificial joint leads to an altered loading situation of the surrounding
bone and thus to bone remodeling where more bone is growing in regions with higher load and
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Table 2.2: Summary of numbers from four implant registers from England, USA, Sweden and
Germany.

England [2] USA [3] Sweden [4, 5] Germany [6]
Time 2003-2015 2012-2015 see below 2015
Total cases 2 055 687 427 181 142.546
Hip 1979-2015
- numbers 796 636 169 060 412 836 74 618
- revisions 88 822 17 180 44 579 8032
- cause of revision:
— aseptic loosening 51.0 % * 39.3 % # 51.4 % 41.4 %
— implant infection 3.3 % * 8.4 % 14.5 % 15.6 %
Knee 2005-2014
- numbers 871 472 258 121 112 708 56 884
- revisions 54 153 22 403 6127 5723
- cause of revision:
— aseptic loosening 40.2 % * 26.9 % # ≈25 % 34.5 %
— implant infection 5.3 % * 9.3 % ≈25 % 19.3 %
*: Single stage
#: Sum of mechanical loosening of the prosthetic joint, instability related codes and articular bearing surface
wear

bone is degraded in regions with lower load [43–47].
The 12th annual report of the National Joint Registry of England, Wales, Northern Ireland

and the Isle of Man published in 2015 lists 1 636 048 linkable procedures for hips, knees, ankles,
shoulders, and elbows in the years from 2003 to 2014 [77]. Causes of implant failure and
revisions are listed for all implant types. From a total of 708 311 primary hip surgeries 17 916
had to be revised and aseptic loosening was most often indication (4276) followed by pain
(3870), dislocation/subluxation (3027), particulate debris that led to adverse soft tissue reactions
(3019) and infections (2443). Multiple answers were possible and especially pain was mentioned
together with another reason. Additionally, the report lists all hip revision procedures, including
the 17 916 for which a record for the primary procedure existed. Here a total of 79 859 revisions
were investigated, which is divided in 69 655 single-stage revisions, 4664 stage one of two-stage
revisions and 5540 stage two of two-stage revisions. Aseptic loosening was the foremost reason
for a single-stage revision with 52 % and infections only accounted for 3.1 %. This is dramatically
different when looking at two-stage revisions, where aseptic loosening is the reason for 14.3 %
and infections accounts for as high as 79.7 %. Two-stage revisions are revisions, where the
implant is replaced by an antibiotica loaded spacer as the first stage and then by a new, larger
implant after the infection has been eradicated [78]. Infected prostheses are difficult to treat
because bacteria can form a biofilm on the implant surface [79] and therefore late infections
can nearly only be treated with two-stage revisions, whereas in early infections retaining of
the prosthesis is desired [80]. The following 13th annual report published in 2016 showed
224 470 additional registered procedures, adding up to a total of 2 055 687 for 2012 to 2016.
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The numbers of hip revisions sank from 9370 in 2014 to 8367 in 2015, while the rate of single-
and two-stage revisions stayed about the same. The rate of single-stage revisions due to aseptic
loosening changed from 52 % to 51 % and from 3.1 % to 3.3 % for infections. Two stage revisions
were necessary for 13.7 % when aseptic loosening occurred and 80 % when an infection was the
reason for revision. The ten-year risk of a re-revision after a first revision was 14.83 % which
was about 3 times higher than the risk of revision after primary implantation. The number
of first knee-revisions dropped from 5019 to 4711 from 2014 to 2015. A total of 871 472 knee
replacements and 54 153 revisions were registered. The reason for a revision was in 40.2 %
aseptic loosening and in 5.3 % an infection.

The Annual Report 2014 of the American Joint Replacement Registry [81] collected a total
of 8257 revisions procedures of hip arthroplasties. From these 41.3 % failed due to aseptic
mechanical reasons and 7.7 % due to infections. The reason for early revisions within the
first three months was dislocation for 17.4 % (n = 117), followed closely by infection and
inflammatory reaction that accounted for 17.0 % (n=114). Whereas early knee revisions were
in 42.5 % (n=114) conducted due to infection and inflammatory reactions and below 10 %
for mechanical reasons. Infection was the reason for 9.1 % of all 10 420 knee revisions and
mechanical reasons accounted for about 45 %. Of all knee arthroplasties performed 8.1 % were
revision procedures [81]. The total number of registered procedures nearly doubled in 2015 to
427 181 with 169 060 hip and 258 121 knee procedures. The overall revision burden was 10.2 %
with 17 180 cases for hips and 8.7 % with 22 403 cases for knee implants. Infection as reason for
a knee arthroplasty revision rose from 9.1 % to 9.3 % and for hip arthroplasties from 7.7 % to
8.4 % [3].

The Annual Report 2014 of the Swedish hip arthroplasty register [82] gives an overview
over 51 617 revisions from 1979 to 2014. Here also the main reason with 52.4 % (n=27 037)
was aseptic loosening and infections were second most with 13.9 % (n=7178). While chances
for re-operations are higher within the first year the overall level has stabilized at about 12 %
to 13 % of all performed hip replacements. In 2015 1860 revisions of hip arthroplasties were
conducted and the sum beginning in 1979 rose to 44 579 revisions. This makes 82.2 % of all
re-operations, indicating that for the rest the implant was left untouched, but here the risk of
another re-operation/revision was much higher and survival rates were lower. The cause for
re-operations were in 51.4 % aseptic loosening and in 14.5 % implant infections [4].

The German register for endoprostheses [6] published the first report in 2015 and assumed
400 000 implantations of hip and knee endoprostheses for Germany, but there were no unam-
biguous and reliable sources for this number at that time. Registered at the implant register
were 202 125 operations for the time 2012 to 2015 with 142 546 surgeries registered in 2015.
Again, loosening was the most frequent reason for revision and infections took the second place.
Of an overall of 8032 hip revisions 41.4 % were conducted due to loosening and 15.6 % due
to infections. Knee revisions showed the same trend: 34.5 % of 5723 were revised because of
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loosening and 19.3 % because of infections. Reasons for revision surgery changed with the time
after implantation. Within the first 180 days infection were the foremost reason, which was
afterwards superseded by loosening. This was true for both, knee and hip revisions.

Taking the figures of all registers into account (compare table 2.2), about 11 % of hip implants
and about 7 % of knee implants needed revision. Thereby, aseptic loosening and infections were
major problems of arthroplasties of different kinds. Aseptic loosening had a higher prevalence
and could be treated with single-stage revisions, whereas infections could either be treated
without touching the implant but also more often needed two-stage revisions that are more
expensive and lead to more severe impacts on the patient. Infections are more likely to occur
earlier, that is within the first year, after implantation than aseptic loosening, which reaches a
maximum beyond five years [2]. Thus, antibacterial agents are especially needed directly after
implantation.
Studies showed that bacteria within a biofilm or inside osteoblasts were easily overlooked,

because no bacteria were detected with standard microbiological techniques and no clinical signs
of an infection were present. Of course, they could be the actual reason for loosening [83–85].
Consequently, the number of infections is higher than diagnosed and, additionally, the numbers
of infections reported to the registers seems to be lower than the real numbers [86, 87]. All
this indicates the need for antibacterial implant coatings that integrate well into bone to avoid
aseptic loosening and implant infections, because treatment of both can be difficult.

2.3. Treatment of aseptic loosening and implant infections

Aseptic loosening and implant infections are the two most common failure modes of implants
but need different treatment. Both can require the replacement of the joint and filling of
missing bone [88], but infections need additional antimicrobial treatment. However, it can still
be difficult to decide which form of failure is present. Bacteria within a biofilm are not easily
detectable with standard microbiological approaches, leading to an infection wrongly being
treated as aseptic loosening [79, 84, 85, 89]. Of course, it is favorable to detect aseptic loosening
or implant infections as soon as possible to identify poor-performing implants early in the case
of aseptic loosening [90] and to prevent the spreading of the infection in the case of an implant
infection.

The gold standard for the detection of aseptic loosening is Roentgen stereophotogrammetric
analysis (RSA) because of its accuracy and the ability to perform 3D measurements of the
migration, but it needs the placement of tantalum markers during implantation. Einzel-Bild-
Röntgen-Analyse-femoral component analysis (EBRA-FCA) operates without markers and can
be used on already recorded standard radiographs and is also accurate enough to detect the
migration of the stem [90]. Detection of early migration within the first 24 months is related to
higher risks of aseptic loosening within the first or the early second decade after surgery [90].
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Many molecular targets in bone and inflammatory process often involved in aseptic loosening
are investigated, but unfortunately effective drugs are rare, and replacement of the implant
becomes necessary until now [91–93].

For all patients getting an implant, preoperative antibiotic treatment is recommended and is
effective in preventing implant infections, as a comparison between patients who got antibiotic
treatment following the guideline and patients without it revealed [94].

Renz et al. [87] and Gehrke et al. [78] describe the treatment of infected knee implants but
the procedure is similar for other infected joint implants [95, 96]. First of all, it is vital to
decide, if the infection is acute or chronic. In order to do this, knowing the origin of the germs
and the course of disease is important. Three different origins were listed: colonization of
the implant during operation, hematogenous infection and direct (per continuitatem) contact
with the surrounding or a neighboring infection. The risk of hematogenous infections persists
lifelong but is highest within the first two years after implantation. Bacteria from nearly any
other infection that spread through the blood can adhere to the implant and cause an infection.
About two thirds of the infections start during operation (perioperative), can be acute and
show within the first four weeks after implantation. These infections are caused by highly
virulent germs like Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), streptococci or enterococci. They can
also be delayed and manifest between 3 and 36 months after surgery. In the latter case low
virulent germs like coagulase negative staphylococci or Propionibacterium acnes are present.

In the case that the infection is acute (manifestation within 4 weeks if perioperative, symptoms
for less than 3 weeks for hematogenous and per continuitatem infections) the early biofilm, that
is not fully built up, can be eradicated by aggressive debridement, the removal of all infected
non-bleeding soft or osseous tissue, and only modular parts of the implant must be changed [78,
97]. In all other cases chronic infections with a mature biofilm are assumed and the complete
change of the implant is advised.

Implant infections are not easy to detect and are sometimes polymicrobial (10 % to 30 %),
that is more than one germ is involved in the infection. Common laboratory tests include the
analysis of the joint fluid including leucocyte esterase, white cell count, neutrophil percentage
and fluid culture [78]. Typical microbiological methods have shortcomings when bacteria are
embedded in biofilms, not culturable or a previous or ongoing therapy with antibiotics took
place. Therefore, different approaches and culture independent methods are necessary and
under investigation. Tissue culture after arthroscopy or removal of the implant and sonication
of removed parts with subsequent microbiological evaluation of the sonication fluid improves
the diagnostic and helps to find the proper therapy. Additional long cultivation times for up to
14 days improve the detection of anaerobic species [87]. However, these diagnostic methods
are time consuming. Molecular detection techniques are promising alternatives that can be
completed within hours and are even beneficial in detecting non-culturable microbes, dormant
and metabolically inactive organisms and distinguish the different species of bacteria [79, 98].
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All this is hardly possible with standard microbiological cultures. Culture independent tech-
niques are quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), pyrosequencing, matrix-associated
laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry, fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) and DNA microarrays. They are under intense investigation and
have their own sets of benefits and disadvantages, but show promising results, especially when
used in combination [79].
If removal of the implant is unavoidable, the replacement with a new one can be done in

one, two or three stages. A one-stage revision (implant change) is possible if no fistula and no
problematic germ are present and if it is not a re-revision. Moreover, neurovascular bundles
must not be involved in infections as this makes radical debridement impossible. Otherwise,
more-stage revisions are indicated. Two-stage revisions can be done with a long or short
intermediate period with the option of the implantation of an antibiotic impregnated spacer or
special antibiotic treatment. Sometimes a tree-stage revision with the renewal of the spacer
before placing the new implant is beneficial. The whole procedure takes between 2 and 12
weeks, but optimal time points for the stages and route of antibiotic administration are not
robustly evidenced, especially if resistant bacteria are involved [78, 87, 99].

Antibiotic therapy for all infections of joint implants is advised for 12 weeks and depends on
the resistance profile of the bacteria as well as the patient. Antibiotics are vital in the fight
against bacterial infections but need to be used cautiously to prevent further formation of
resistances. Until now Rifampicin is the only known antibiotic that is effective against biofilms
of staphylococci. If it is lost, biofilms on protheses cannot be prevented and fought anymore.
Some staphylococcus strains are already resistant to Rifampicin, and for other difficult-to-treat
germs, Chinolon - (Ciprofloxacin)-resistant Gram-negative bacteria as well as fungi (Candida
species), no biofilm-active antibiotic exists. Suppression of bacteria is the last chance in these
cases. It does not eradicate the bacteria but tries to hold bacterial counts below a critical value.
The infection can reoccur anytime without prior notice. Moreover, antibiotic therapy has always
side effects. Some antibiotics can cause severe problems like renal insufficiency, irreversible
neuropathy (damage of nerves e. g., nervus opticus of the eyes) or ototoxicity (damage of
hearing) [78, 87]. Therefore, the impact of an implant infection on the patient as well as the
health care system in terms of high costs is severe and the need for preventive measures is
immense.
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2.4. Bacteria in implant infections and biofilm formation

Staphylococci cause most of the implant infections and especially S. aureus and Staphylococcus
epidermidis (S. epidermidis) are the two predominant species with more than 50 % of the
infections [80, 100, 101]. Staphylococci belong to the cocci. Coccus (κoκκoς) is the old Greek
word for "berry" and stands for spherical bacteria. Staphylo, also derived from old Greek
(σταΦνλη "staphyle"), means grape and is assigned to Staphylococci because they arrange
grape-like. The arrangement has its origin in the cell division where the cells are not completely
separated but stick together. Thus, Staphylococcus describes round and grape-like arranged
bacteria colonies. They are Gram-positive and can be distinguished from Gram-negative
bacteria through Gram-staining. Gram-staining utilizes the differences in the cell membrane
to stain positive bacteria in dark-violet and negative in red. Gram-positive bacteria have a
thicker cell wall without the normal outer membrane, but developed other surface structures
like capsular polysaccharides, S-layer proteins and mycolic acids. The cell wall of Gram-positive
bacteria is highly variable for the different strains, but all have cell wall glycopolymers in
common, to which the teichoic acids belong. However, the diversity and function are still
not fully known [102, 103]. These differences are an important factor in the susceptibility to
antibiotics and the host immune system.

Staphylococcus aureus originates from the Latin word aureus, which means golden, because
its colonies are yellow to golden. S. aureus is facultative anaerobe and can grow with as well
as without oxygen. In both states it can survive in many environmental niches and produce
different virulence factors [104]. Virulence factors like cell-wall-anchored proteins, capsular
polysaccharides and microbial surface components recognizing adhesive matrix molecules
(MSCRAMMs) promote evasion of immune response to biofilm formation, adhesion and invasion
of host cells and tissue, minimize phagocytosis by neutrophils and supply the bacteria with
nutrients [105]. Superantigens encoded on pathogenic islands cause non-specific activation
of T-cells followed by massive cytokine release that can cause life-threatening symptoms like
shock and multi organ failure [104–107]. The prototype and most known toxic shock syndrome
(TTS) toxin 1 is associated with tampons (menstrual TTS) or skin and soft tissue infections
(non-menstrual TTS) [105]. Moreover, exoenzymes and cytotoxins actively destroy immune
cells, host cells and tissue, but also human host cell play an important role and contribute to
the cytotoxicity of S. aureus [105, 108]. Some strains can host lysogenic bacteriophages with
genes for panton-valentine-leukocidin (PVL), that has a high affinity for human leukocytes
and destroys them. These strains were associated with severe skin infections and necrotizing
pneumonia in young people [107, 109, 110].

S. aureus produces catalase that converts H2O2 to water and oxygen and is used to distinguish
staphylococci from enterococci and streptococci. The coagulase test is a test to differentiate
between S. aureus and coagulase negative staphylococci, but not all strains of S. aureus are
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coagulase positive, thus other methods like polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are necessary
[111, 112].

Resistance against antibiotics occurred in hospitals when methicillin was used, consequently
resistant strains were called methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA). Unfortunately, resistance
against new antibiotics developed fast in S. aureus and therefore MRSA nowadays is an acronym
for methicillin/multidrug resistant S. aureus (MRSA) [107]. Even more endangering is that
resistant S. aureus are found not only in hospitals, but in the community (community associated
MRSA (CA-MRSA)) or in animals (livestock-associated MRSA), where other resistances and
virulence traits may form and then spread [113]. Mathematical models try to determine the
minimal time needed by bacteria to react to environmental changes and can improve the
investigation of the development of resistances [114–116]. The permanent increase and change
in S. aureus virulence and resistance will remain an ongoing challenge for scientists and health
care [105, 117]. While S. aureus is a high virulent bacteria S. epidermidis is lower virulent,
thus infections with S. aureus occur earlier than with S. epidermidis.

Staphylococcus epidermidis commonly lives on the skin (epidermis) of nearly every human
and is normally unproblematic and not involved in severe infections. In contrast to S. aureus,
it is coagulase negative and does not produce coagulase. This difference is usually used in
diagnosis to distinguish between the two bacterial species. However, care has to be taken
because some strains of S. aureus are also coagulase negative and methods like PCR become
necessary [111, 112]. S. epidermidis is more widespread but less virulent than S. aureus.
However, it easily gets in contact with catheters that are inserted through the skin and can form
biofilms, especially on polymeric devices [112]. Staphylococci use the agr system for quorum
sensing, a signaling cascade related to population density. Interestingly, studies showed that S.
epidermidis inhibited most of the quorum sensing of S. aureus and could therefore be in favor,
but the in vivo impact of this is still unclear [112]. On the skin S. epidermidis is nearly only
confronted with antimicrobial peptides (AMP) produced by the innate host immune system
but has also developed mechanisms to evade the acquired host defense system. Resistances
against antibiotics are also rising and in fighting methicillin/multidrug resistant S. epidermidis
(MRSE) even highest hygienic standards failed, because new MRSE strains arose within a year
[112, 118]. However, S. epidermidis’s most effective defense and the predominant virulence
factor is the formation of biofilms [119].

Other bacteria that are less frequent, but commonly found in implant infections are other
Gram-positive germs (Streptococci and Enterococci) as well as Gram-negative bacteria like
Escherichia coli and the anaerobic Propionibacterium acnes [87, 120]. Even if Enterococci are
less frequent, they are associated with a nearly 3 times higher mortality risk than S. aureus [8].
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Biofilms are defined by the IUPAC as “Aggregate of microorganisms in which cells that are
frequently embedded within a self-produced matrix of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS)
adhere to each other and/or to a surface.
Note 1: A biofilm is a fixed system that can be adapted internally to environmental conditions
by its inhabitants.
Note 2: The self-produced matrix of EPS, which is also referred to as slime, is a polymeric con-
glomeration generally composed of extracellular biopolymers in various structural forms” [121].
With this matrix biofilms serve as water and nutrient storage and prevent the bacteria from
desiccation [101, 122–124]. Moreover, they protect the inhabiting bacteria from biological,
physical and chemical attacks [122, 124] and are present in up to 80 % of bacterial infections
in humans [79]. Interestingly, bacteria change their morphology and phenotype and reduce
transcription, translation and cell division [125] within a biofilm, making them difficult to
access by antibacterial agents [124, 126]. In order to be effective against bacteria embedded in
a biofilm the minimal inhibition concentration of antibiotics needs to be 1000fold higher than
that for planktonic bacteria [123]. Thus, the biofilm is an optimized defense not only against
the host immune system, but also drugs.

S. aureus and S. epidermidis can be biofilm forming or not, depending on the ability to
produce polysaccharide intercellular adhesin, that is encoded by the genes icaA and icaD. The
expression of both genes is important for full slime production [127]. Interestingly, the presence
of this genes is not the only factor dominating biofilm formation, at least in S. aureus, because
some strains that had the genes were found not to produce biofilm [128, 129]. Biofilm formation
is controlled by several mechanisms (compare figure 2.2). Due to the complexity of these

agr system. RNAIII, a 514-nt RNAmolecule, regulates the expression
of many S. aureus genes encoding exoproteins and cell wall-
associated proteins. In addition to its regulatory role, RNAIII is the
mRNA for the 26 amino acid d-toxin (hld) [99] (Fig. 4).

Many virulence factors of S. aureus are controlled by agr, which
is thus considered a regulator of virulence [100]. Among the viru-
lence factors controlled by agr there are the enterotoxins, the toxin
of the scalded skin syndrome (exfoliatin) [101], the toxic shock
toxin, all the known cytotoxins, and the adhesins to collagen,
fibronectin and fibrinogen. Also the synthesis of surface anti-
phagocytic capsular polysaccharide is up-regulated by agr [94,100].

When secreted, the AIP is detected by AgrC, which activates the
regulator AgrA. In turn, AgrA positively regulates the transcription
of genes, including those that code for the several extracellular
proteases involved in the dispersal of the biofilm. Thus, in the case
of S. aureus, quorum sensing negatively regulates biofilm forma-
tion. The dispersal phase, which involves the detachment of single
cells or cell clusters by various mechanisms, is crucial for the
dissemination of the bacteria to new infection sites in the human
body [102,103]. In 1999, Mehlin et al. firstly described a family of
short staphylococcal peptides, namely phenol-soluble modulins
(PSMs), characterised by amphipathic a-helical structure confer-
ring surfactant-like properties [104]. PSMs are strictly regulated by
the agr system [105]. Among other peptides, endowed with
proinflammatory when not even cytolytic activity (e.g. d-toxin and
a-type PSMs), the PSMs include b-type PSMs. In S. epidermidis
strains the psmb operon consists of 3e4 genes encoding for the
three different forms of b-type PSMs: PSMb1 (whose gene is often
duplicated in the psmb operon), PSMb2 and PSMb3 (this is the

hypothetical product of the psmb3 gene, which at now was never
detected in culture filtrates) [106]. A recent work of Wang et al.
tried to elucidate the functions of b-type PSMs in staphylococcal
biofilm maturation [106]. PSMb1 and PSMb2 were found to be
implicated in S. epidermidis biofilm maturation and dissemination.
While PSM production is overall low in biofilm cultures, the
specific production of b-type PSMs is increased. Acting as surfac-
tants, at low concentrations PSMb1 and PSMb2 facilitate the
formation of channels in the structure of the biofilm, so favouring
its increased formation. Conversely, higher concentrations of b-
type PSMs determine the detachment and reduction of biofilm
mass independently on the nature (exopolysaccharidic or non) of
the biofilm. Accordingly to these in vitro findings, the investigators
found that b-type PSMs promote bacterial dissemination from
in vivo biofilms.

Since the agr locus controls many virulence factors in S. aureus
[100], it must be considered an up-regulator of virulence rather
than of bacterial population density. The agr system is largely
implicated in the regulation of the expression of about fifty acces-
sory genes that encode for secreted toxins and surface factors,
which play a role in S. aureus pathogenesis [107]. Our observations
indicate that different agr groups are associated with specific
virulence gene patterns, i.e. ‘‘packages’’ or ‘‘sets’’ or ‘‘equipment’’ of
virulence. Moreover, strains with the same agr polymorphism
correspond to distinct ribogroups, indicating a clonal distribution
of agr types [108,109]. Different clonal evolutive modalities of
S. aureus strains belonging to different agr groups could originate
by the phenomenon of the intraspecific cross-inhibition mediated
by the regulatory system agr, observed in S. aureus infections [110].

Fig. 3. Scheme illustrating the complex signalling network governing biofilm expression in S. aureus based on current evidences [59,73,83,121,122,188e198]. b-toxin has been
introduced in the illustration as it has recently been found to be implicated in the formation of nucleoprotein matrix [197], although its role needs further investigations [71]. The
part of the control over the expression of the locus ica has been based on the work of Cerca et al. [121] and further implemented with the observations on the role of Spx on the
modulation of icaR by Pamp et al. [198].
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Figure 2.2: Biofilm formation and adaption are very complex, and some details are still not fully
understood. Reprinted from [130] with permission from Elsevier.

mechanisms they are still under investigation, mainly derived from in vitro experiments, and
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could therefore turn out to be different in in vivo implant infections [122, 130]. The formation
of biofilms can be divided in four steps (compare figure 2.3) [130]. The first step is the adhesion

venous catheter-associated infections and of bacteraemias when
rats were challenged with isogenic mutant strains deficient in PIA
production, instead of the corresponding biofilm-positive wild
strain. In this context the use of in vivomodels contributes towards
demonstrating the real role of specific biofilm factors in the path-
ogenesis of biofilm-associated infections [42].

Within the icaADBC locus, the icaA gene encodes the enzyme N-
acetylglucosaminyl transferase, capable to catalyse the synthesis of
poly-N-acetylglucosamine polymer. The expression of icaA gener-
ates only a low enzymatic activity. However, when icaA is co-
expressed with icaD the N-acetylglucosaminyl transferase activity
increases remarkably [43].

A debated question was in the past the observation of
S. epidermidis phase variation and themechanism that regulates the
on/off switch of the biofilm production. Ziebuhr et al. observed that
stable biofilm-negative variants can be generated upon sub-
cultivation of single colonies of a biofilm-forming strain. The
authors found that biofilm-negative phenotype was associated
with impaired PIA production and ascribed the inhibition of PIA
synthesis to the introduction of the insertion sequence element
IS256 in the ica locus. The transposition of IS256 into the ica operon
was found to be a reversible process. In fact, after repeated passages
of the PIA-negative insertional mutants, the biofilm-forming
phenotype could be restored. The authors concluded that the
naturally occurring insertion/excision of IS256 can play an active
role in modulating the expression of the ica locus [44].

An investigation aimed at detecting all genes of the ica operon
by multiple PCR was carried out on a collection of S. epidermidis

Fig. 1. The cycle of biofilm. Although a schematic representation of the process leading to biofilm formation and subsequently to its dispersion may result useful for a compre-
hension of the phenomenon, every effort to graphically illustrate bacterial behaviour certainly results oversimplistic. Virulence factors implicated in adhesion and biofilm formation
are usually part of the accessory genome and as such are not common to all strains. Furthermore, in vitro models of biofilm formation are certainly far from describing the complex
interactions taking place under in vivo conditions. Nevertheless, with all these needed premises, this figure tries to summarize some features generally involved in biofilm formation
and its dispersal. The early events involving expression of adhesins, exopolysaccharide and proteins implicated in cell aggregation and biofilm formation are orchestrated by the
couple sB and SarA. Once biofilm reaches its final phase of maturation, the excess of autoinducing peptide AIP triggers the onset of the dispersal phase, characterized by the increase
of expression of RNAIII with consequent production of extracellular proteases and phenol-soluble modulins.

Box 1. Biofilm formation on medical implants.

A four-step process

1) Initial attachment of cells to the biomaterial surface:
hydrophobic interactions, AtlE, AtlA

2) Accumulation in multiple bacterial layers: mediated by
MSCRAMMs

3) Biofilm maturation: production of exopolysaccharide
(PNAG), proteins (Bap, Aap, SasG, SasC, Embp, FnbpA
and FnbpB), eDNA

4) Detachment of cells from the biofilm into a planktonic
state: environmental signals, signal transduction path-
ways and effectors

C.R. Arciola et al. / Biomaterials 33 (2012) 5967e5982 5969

Figure 2.3: The circle of biofilm. After an initial attachment phase the biofilm ripens and grows.
Detachment and spreading of cells are the last step, followed by biofilm growth at
another place. Reprinted from [130] with permission from Elsevier.

of bacteria to a synthetic or biologic surface covered with extracellular proteins, where a lot of
adhesins are involved [131]. Second, the bacteria adhere to one another and form multiple layers
through MSCRAMMs mediation. After that, the biofilm matures and shows the characteristics
for the respective bacterial species [130]. A mature biofilm can also be inhabited by different
bacterial species that form an even more complex matrix [124]. The last step is the detachment
of the biofilm that can either happen through a bacterial program for mobilization of a subset
of bacteria or by physical shear forces. Both lead to planktonic bacteria that colonize other
places and form new biofilms [126].

An environmental condition causing stress and thus influencing biofilm formation is the
pH-value of the surrounding. Zmantar et al. [128] showed, that at pH 3 all strains were
biofilm negative, whereas at pH 12 most strains were biofilm negative except for two who
showed increased biofilm formation compared to pH 7. However, pH dependency of the biofilm
formation is controversial. This is also discussed in [128].

All in all, biofilms are an ever changing and adapting fortress that effectively defend their
inhabiting bacteria and render treatment nearly impossible.
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2.5. Coating Techniques

Different modifications of the implant surface try to address the problems of aseptic loosening
and implant infections. Strategies to achieve this are for example to modify the design and the
surface morphology of the implant or to coat the implant. Therefore, various techniques can be
employed to form these coatings on implants.

2.5.1. Plasma spraying

Plasma spraying is a special section of thermal spraying and utilizes plasma to melt the material
to be deposited, the feedstock, that can be applied as powder, wire or liquid and spray it
towards the substrate [25]. The easiest method is atmospheric spraying at atmosphere pressure,
but also low pressure or vacuum plasma spraying are available. Typically, argon and mixtures
of argon with He, H2, N2 or O2 are used as plasma gas and ignited with a strong direct
current arc or radio frequency [132, 133]. Particles within the plasma are rapidly heated to
temperatures of up to 20 000 K and accelerated but cool down as rapidly when they leave
the plasma. Control of particle speed and heating rate are key factors of plasma spraying,
as particles should ideally reach the substrate completely molten at high velocities [132]. At
the substrate, the particle flattens and freezes. Because of the high cooling rate, the particles
freeze on their own, resulting in a lamellar structure built up of layered flattened particles
[133]. The cooling rate also influences the residual stress distribution in coatings, thus substrate
preheating and/or cooling can have a big influence on coating adhesion [134]. Plasma spraying
is a versatile tool for the application of nearly all materials on many substrates. The quality of
the coating depends on the feedstock powders, spray parameters and the substrate material
[25]. For example, local recrystallization conditions depend on the substrate material and can
lead to structural heterogeneity of HA coatings prepared with plasma spraying [135]. Since
concerns arose about implant loosening caused by fast degrading coatings, high crystalline HA
coatings are favored. However, these coatings still incorporate unmelted or partially melted
particles that could lead to particle debris and lower bonging strength [25]. Mismatch in the
thermal expansion coefficient of HA and titanium is considered to be at least one reason for
the low bonding strength [136]. A thickness of about 50 µm is considered optimal to avoid
fatigue failure, which commonly occurs in coatings above 100 µm [25]. Therefore, the coatings
of commercial orthopedic implants are in the range of 50 µm to 70 µm [25].

2.5.2. Physical vapor deposition

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) is a coating technique that is used to produce films with a
thickness of nanometers to about 75 µm [137, 138]. During PVD coating material is vaporized
and subsequently condensates onto the substrate and forms a coating. Different methods
can be used to vaporize the material, for example ion sputtering, arc evaporation or vacuum
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evaporation [139]. For PVD low pressures of about 10−3 Pa to 10−6 Pa are necessary to have
long mean free paths for the target ions and to avoid collisions with gas atoms [140]. Collisions
could lead to loss of energy or reactions with the gas atoms [140]. The latter can be used
for reactive sputtering to produce for example titanium dioxide or titanium nitride coatings
with a titanium target and O2 and N2, respectively [141, 142]. With this methods metals,
semiconductors and ceramics as well as polymers can be deposited on nearly every substrate
[138, 143–147]. Ever improving techniques allow the control of phases, micro-structure, defect
density and composition of the growing film [137]. However, it is mainly a line-of-sight technique
and coating of complex geometries is still challenging [148, 149]. Multicomponent coatings can
be prepared for example with magnetron sputtering either with multiple or modular targets
[150]. Additionally, multilayer and gradient coatings are possible [151, 152]. In biomedical
applications PVD coatings are for example prepared of tantalum, niobium or HA [138, 153,
154].

2.5.3. Electrophoretic deposition

Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) can be applied to a broad field of materials and substrates [155].
The only prerequisites are that the coating material is available as fine powder or can form a
colloidal suspension [155] and that the substrate is conductive. This has the big advantage that
the particles can thoroughly be analyzed before deposition and deposited “as are”, without
changing the physical state. EPD uses the electrical field between anode and cathode to move
charged particles to the differently charged electrode. Positively charged particles are drawn
towards the cathode and negatively charged ones to the anode, where they collect and form a
powder compact [155]. The rate of EPD is independent from the target material if no chemical
or physical reaction takes place [156, 157]. The electrolyte consists of the particles for deposition
suspended in water or organic liquids. While water is cheaper and non-toxic, the electrolysis of
water can occur and lead to bubble formation and entrapment of bubbles in the deposit, leading
to lower coating quality. Moreover, the process deviates from the linear Hamaker growth, which
makes the control of the process more difficult [156]. The Hamaker equation (see equation 2.1)
is an estimation for the weight of the deposited particles w and therefore the thickness of the
film:

w =
∫ t2

t1
f · µ · EF ·A · C · dt (2.1)

with the deposition time t, the factor f considering that not all powder that moved to the
electrode really deposited, the electrophoretic mobility µ, the electric field strength EF , the
surface area of the electrode A and the mass concentration in the suspension C [155, 156].
Another equation (see equation 2.2) for ideal electrophoretic conditions was investigated [158–
160]. It is valid for the initial period, ignores the charge carried by free ions and sometimes
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referred to as Henry’s equation:

w = 2
3C · ε0 · εr · ζ ·

1
η
· E
L
· t (2.2)

with the permittivity of vacuum ε0, the relative permittivity of the solvent εr, the zeta-potential
of the particles ζ, the viscosity of the solvent η, the applied potential E and the distance
between the electrodes L as well as the deposition time t [158–160]. Since the particles, the
solvent and the apparatus do not change for a given system, the only variables for the coating
thickness are the particle concentration C, the potential E and the deposition time t [158–160].
Among these parameters the zeta-potential is dependent on the pH-value, adding another
influence to the complex system. Therefore, statistical methods like the design of experiment
can help to find the best parameter set [161].
During EPD the electric filed strength changes due to the resistance of the depositing film

and a possible change in the resistance of the suspension. Moreover, the applied potential
is consumed by potential drops on both electrodes. Therefore, calculating the electric field
strength by dividing the applied potential through the distance of the electrodes is only a rough
estimation for the initial state [160]. Measuring the electric field strength during deposition is a
better solution to accurately control the process [155].

Aqueous solutions are widely used because they are non-toxic. However, organic liquids are
mostly superior, but flammability has to be considered, especially as higher voltages must be
used for deposition. Typical solvents for EPD are ethanol, isopropanol or acetone, but many
others are used, depending on the application.
An approach for using water without the disadvantage of water electrolysis are unbalanced

alternating current fields. During one half cycle the particles can travel longer distances due to
the non-linear dependency of the velocity to the strength of the electrical field. Therefore, they
travel in one direction during the whole period [162]. Since most of the current flows through
the double layer capacitance of the electrode-electrode interface, there is only low current left for
water decomposition and thus bubble formation is suppressed [162, 163]. Despite all research
and the well investigated process of electrophoresis, the process of deposition during EPD is
still not well understood [157] and further theoretic and modelling investigation is needed to
connect the different theories with the actual EPD process [164].

With EPD a wide range of biomaterials like HA, bio-active glasses and glass ceramics as well
as composite materials could be deposited on implant substrates in a single step [165–167].

2.5.4. Electrochemically assisted deposition

The ECAD is sometimes also referred to as electrolytical deposition [168], electroprecipitation
[169], electrodeposition [170] or electrocrystallization [19]. It utilizes the electrolysis of water to
increase the pH-value around the sample connected as cathode. Thus, it enables the deposition
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of coatings that have lower solubility at elevated pH-values, for example calcium or magnesium
phosphates [32, 171, 172].

The electrolysis of water is described by reaction equations 2.3 to 2.6. At the anode water is
split into oxygen, that leaves the electrolyte and H3O+ that lowers the pH-value:

6 H2O −−→ O2 ↑ + 4 e− + 4 H3O+ (2.3)

At the same time OH– are created at the cathode, leading to an elevated pH-value there:

2 H3O+ + 2 e− −−→ H2 ↑ + 2 H2O (acidic) (2.4)

2 H2O + 2 e− −−→ H2 ↑ + 2 OH− (basic) (2.5)

The overall reaction shows that the pH-value at anode and cathode change locally but the bulk
electrolyte is not affected:

2 H2O −−→ 2 H2 ↑ + O2 ↑ (2.6)

At increasing cathodic potential, the surface of the titanium samples showed an increase in
hydrogen content, as detected with secondary ion mass spectrometry [31]. This can be explained
by the partial reduction of titanium dioxide:

TiO2 + 2 H2O + e− −−→ Ti(OH)3 + OH− (2.7)

Rössler et al. [31] estimated a complete titanium hydroxylation as described in equation 2.7 after
5 s at −1 mA cm−2 of a sample with 10 mm diameter and a height of 2 mm to 3 mm. Following
this estimation, the samples coated here (diameter 15.5 mm, height 1 mm) at −56 mA cm−2

should be covered within the first second. Thus, this layer determines the initial precipitation
of a coating. The elevated pH-value leads to supersaturation of the desired coating and
precipitation starts. Following equation 2.5 one electron (z = 1) is needed for the production of
one OH– . Faraday’s law of electrolysis allows the estimation of the produced amount of OH–

n(OH−) from the total electric charge Q

n(OH−) = Q

z · F
(2.8)

with the Faraday constant F = 96 485 A s mol−1. Because a static current I is used, Q can be
calculated by Q = I · t with the time t the current was applied. Therefore, equation 2.8 can be
written as:

n = I · t
z · F

(2.9)
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In the case of calcium hydroxide coatings OH– and Ca2+ ions are consumed at the surface
of the cathode. Calcium ions are refilled through diffusion and electrophoretic forces, because
of their positive charge and OH– through their generation at the cathode. During a deposition
time of 900 s at a current of −961 mA a maximum of n(OH−) = 8.96 mmol are produced, if all
electrons are consumed by this process.
Assuming that Ca2+ are always available at the cathode and all produced OH– precipi-

tate as Ca(OH)2, n(Ca(OH)2) = 4.48 mmol. The maximal mass of Ca(OH)2 (m(Ca(OH)2))
can be calculated with the molar mass M(Ca(OH)2) = 74.093 g mol−1 with m = M · n to
m(Ca(OH)2) = 332 mg.
Liu and Walcarius [173] calculated the concentration of OH– (COH−) at a static direct

current and also took the diffusion into account. They started describing the diffusion of OH–

during ECAD following Fick’s second law:

∂COH−

∂t
= DOH−

∂2COH−

∂x2 (2.10)

with the diffusion coefficient of OH– in solution DOH− . For the solution of equation 2.10 they
considered three boundary conditions for COH− . At the timepoint t = 0 no OH– was produced,
therefore, COH− at every position x is the bulk concentration of OH– COH−∗:

COH−(x, 0) = COH− ∗ . (2.11)

This is also valid for infinite distance from the cathode:

COH−(∞, t) = COH− ∗ . (2.12)

The third boundary condition is given by Fick’s first law. The ‘diffusion flux’ (stream of
particles from/through an area) is proportional to the concentration gradient with the diffusion
coefficient as constant:

DOH−
∂COH−

∂x
= − I

zFA
(2.13)

with the number of electrons required for forming one OH– z and the area of the electrode A.
With these boundary conditions they calculated the solution of equation 2.10

COH−(x, t) = COH− ∗+ IF
nFADOH−

[
2
√
DOH− · t

π

· exp
(
− x2

4DOH− · t

)
− x erfc

(
x

2
√
DOH− · t

)] (2.14)

with the complementary error function erfc. The solution can be simplified for the assumption
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that the concentration of OH– in the bulk solution is negligible (COH−∗ = 0), which is a good
estimation for acidic solutions:

COH−(x, t) = IF
nFADOH−

[
2
√
DOH− · t

π

· exp
(
− x2

4DOH− · t

)
− x erfc

(
x

2
√
DOH− · t

)] (2.15)

However, equation 2.15 is only valid, if DOH− is the same in solution and in the forming
coating [173], which requires a coating highly permeable to OH– .
During the electrolysis hydrogen bubbles form at the cathode (compare equation 2.5) and

may have a negative effect on the surface homogeneity, but also increase the porosity of coatings
which can be positive for bone ingrowth.

A big advantage of ECAD, over, for example PVD, is, that it is a non-line-of-sight technique
and complex geometries and sponges with interconnecting pores can be coated. ECAD
coatings form directly at the surface and are usually thinner than plasma sprayed coatings,
which seems favorable for bone formation [174]. For example, typical thicknesses of plasma
sprayed hydroxyapatite (PS-HA) are 50 µm to 200 µm and ECAD-HA is only 5 µm thick [174].
Other advantages of ECAD are the low process temperature and environmental pressure as
working pressure. Neither the titanium substrate nor the coating material is exposed to high
temperatures that may alter their properties. Moreover, it enables the incorporation of drugs
and of thermolabile proteins that maintain their structure, a vital parameter for their biological
activity [175–177]. Electrolytes for ECAD consist only of water and fully dissolved components,
thus preparation of the electrolyte is easy and at most longer stirring times are needed for
complete dissolution. This is an advantage over EPD, where first particles must be synthesized
and then stabilized in a suspension.
All in all, ECAD is a non-line-of-sight technique and combines this with the easiness of

electrolyte preparation and instrumental setup.

2.6. Calcium and magnesium phosphate coatings

Osseointegration of an implant in bone is the best form of fixation, because bone is directly
connected to the implant and no fibrous capsule impairs the mechanically firm integration [22].
With the techniques described above many different coatings like magnesium phosphate, calcium
phosphate or partially hybrid coatings with organic and inorganic components as well as drug
loaded coatings can be produced [178–183]. Many studies about calcium phosphates and
calcium phosphate coatings exist [23, 182, 184, 185]. A further classification is not possible
in many cases, because the coatings are a mixture of different calcium phosphates [182, 186].
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Therefore, such coatings are just declared as “calcium phosphate coatings”. Octacalcium
phosphate [187] and brushite (CaHPO4 · 2H2O)[19, 188, 189] were investigated as coatings,
but the vast majority were made of HA [190]. According to ISO 13779-4:2002(E) HA has the
chemical formula Ca5(PO4)3OH and is characterized by the powder diffraction file PDF 9-432
in X-ray-diffraction (XRD). Most important, HA, to be more precise nano-crystalline apatite
where calcium can be replaced by magnesium or strontium and HPO4

– can be replaced by
carbonate, is the main component of the mineral phase of bone [53]. Magnesium phosphate
coatings are less frequently investigated, mostly consist of struvite (MgNH4PO4 · 6H2O) and/or
newberyite (MgHPO4 · 3H2O) and show promising results for their use in clinical applications
[191–195].

2.6.1. Comparison of electrochemically assisted deposition and other techniques

ECAD can be used for many different coatings, but other methods are mostly limited to HA.
Therefore, ECAD is compared with other techniques based on HA-coatings.

One in vivo study investigated the influence of surface preparation methods on the bone
formation around the implants put into the muscles of rabbits after 6 and 12 weeks [174]. The
different surface preparations included: 1) porous titanium coating, 2) porous titanium coating
and Bonemaster and 3) porous titanium coating with PS-HA. Bonemaster (Biomet Deutschland
GmbH, Berlin, Germany) is a thin HA coating produced via ECAD (ECAD-HA) [31] that was
about 5 µm and thus 10 times thinner than PS-HA with around 50 µm. They found bone around
5 of the 12 implants with a porous titanium coating and around 1 of 12 ECAD coated samples,
but no bone was observed around titanium coatings with PS-HA. From this they concluded
that HA coatings reduced the bone formation compared to uncoated porous titanium [174].
This study had a very small number of samples and convertibility from rabbits to humans is
doubtful. Another study revealed that rabbits and dogs show quite different results concerning
osteogenesis around calcium phosphates in muscles or subcutaneous [196]. So, a difference
between rabbits and humans is likely, especially as studies for calcium phosphate integration
into bone showed comparable results for dogs and humans [197].

Daugaard et al. [198] compared plasma sprayed titanium alloy, PS-HA coatings with ECAD-
HA and a combination of ECAD-HA with collagen in the proximal humerus of American Hound
Dogs. The titanium alloy was partially surrounded by a fibrous capsule and, consequently,
showed low mechanical fixation. Also, the addition of collagen to the HA coating resulted in
low fixation. Both HA coatings led to a better mechanical fixation, but there was no difference
within the group. The histomorphometric bone volume in the gap was higher for all HA coatings
but was only statistically significantly higher for ECAD-HA.
Wang et al. [168, 199] investigated the proliferation and differentiation of osteoblast-like

MC3T3-E1 cells on three different calcium phosphate surfaces. Biomimetic coatings were
prepared by soaking in five times concentrated simulated body fluid (SBF) with crystal
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growth inhibitors followed by five times concentrated SBF with less Mg2+ and HCO3
– for

24 h. Octacalcium phosphate coatings were precipitated by replacing the second SBF with
TRIS-buffered supersaturated calcium phosphate solution at pH 7.4 and soaking for 48 h. The
ECAD coating was prepared from the same supersaturated calcium phosphate solution but set
to pH 7.0 with −2.5 mA cm−2 at 52 ◦C for 8 h. They found big differences in crystal size with the
biggest ones on octacalcium phosphate coatings, then on ECAD coating and smallest crystals
on biomimetic coatings. They suggested the difference in crystal size could be the reason for
the different cell response. The cells proliferated and differentiated best on biomimetic coatings
followed by octacalcium phosphate coatings and then ECAD coating. The big advantage of
ECAD coating was their comparably fast production with 8 h compared to 24 h or even 48 h.
Unfortunately, they showed lowest cell proliferation and differentiation. However, the ECAD
coating coatings were two-layered with a layer of crystals on the surface similar to that on
octacalcium phosphate and a layer of amorphous calcium phosphate globes below that. This
lower layer was more similar to the biomimetic coating. If the coating process for ECAD coating
had been stopped earlier, the crystalline top layer would not have formed and the results for
cell proliferation and cell differentiation could have been more similar to that of the biomimetic
coating. In addition, the coating time would be even shorter, increasing this advantage of
ECAD coating.

Wang et al. [200] found big differences in the morphology of the coatings. ECAD-HA showed
single crystals whereas PS-HA exhibited large molten smooth globules. The implantation
of uncoated and coated Ti-6Al-4V into canine trabecular bone for 7 and 14 days revealed
differences in the bone formation. The time point 6 h was too early for a meaningful evaluation.
After 7 days the bone apposition ratio was highest for PS-HA, but after 14 days ECAD-HA and
PS-HA had both similar and much higher ratios than uncoated Ti-6Al-4V. Moreover, they state
that initial protein adsorption and deposition of calcium phosphates of other calcium/phosphate
ratios than HA seemed more important at an early stage.

The difference of ECAD-HA and PS-HA as coating of hip T stems was investigated with 50
patients (55 hips) postoperatively and after 3, 6, 12 and 24 months [201] as well as after 5 years
(60 month) [202]. They conducted radiostereometric analysis to determine the fixation and
dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry for bone mineral density as well as conventional radiography.
Harris hip score and Oxford hip score were used for clinical evaluation. After two years the bone
loss in Gruen zone 1, the proximal lateral part (upper part at the outside) of the stem [203],
was significantly lower in the ECAD-HA group. For all other Gruen zones no differences were
found. Considering bone mineral density, ECAD-HA seemed to be beneficial for bone ingrowth.
The stems showed movement for the first 3 month postoperatively and then stabilized. After
two years there was no difference in migration and retroversion of the stem. Additionally, the
two clinical hip scores showed no significant differences. As expected, after 5 years they found
no significant differences to the 2-year results at all and concluded that ECAD-HA is as save in
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use as PS-HA.
As shown, HA coatings can improve the implant fixation, and better implant fixation is

associated with a lower infection risk [20, 204]. However, some studies showed that implants
or sutures can intensify an infection and less bacteria were necessary to produce an implant
infection [205, 206]. Vogely et al. [34] showed that HA implant coatings amplified an infection
of S. aureus compared to the uncoated Ti-6Al-4V control in the tibiae of New Zealand White
rabbits. The rabbits were inoculated with 0.1 mL bacteria suspension with 102 to 1×105 colony
forming units (CFU) and after four weeks bacteriological and histological examinations were
performed. The bacterial count was significantly elevated for HA coatings as was the histological
score of infection. Another study compared micro-PS-HA coated and uncoated Ti-6Al-4V with
respect to their osseointegration and bacterial affinity [207]. The implants were placed in the
humerus of 12 black Bengal goats and analyzed after 42, 90 and 180 days. The coated PS-HA
implants showed higher push out forces in the push out test and micro-tomography, histology
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) revealed higher bone contact as well as better and
faster integration. Though, bacterial tests indicated higher risks for infections on HA coated
implants [207]. Also, calcium phosphates with other calcium to phosphate ratios than HA were
colonized by more S. aureus than pure metallic implants [208]. In an infection model with S.
epidermidis in sheep HA coated, uncoated stainless steel, and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
were compared [209]. On HA coated implants as well as PMMA bacteria grew on 6 out of 6
interposition tissue and bone cultures, whereas this was the case only for 2 out of 6 cultures of
the uncoated stainless steel.
In addition, pins with HA coating or uncoated for the external fixation at the wrist were

investigated in patients [210]. HA coating showed no clinical advantage, but only a slight
tendency to better anchorage and also increased risk of minor pin-track infections.
These findings emphasize the need for coatings that combine enhanced bone ingrowth with

antimicrobial activity.
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2.7. Antimicrobial activity of coatings

Antimicrobial activity is most important to prevent severe implant infections. Generally, two
design strategies are possible: repelling or killing. Repelling can either be realized through
steric or electrostatic repulsion as well as low surface energy. Microbes can be killed either by
released biocide or a contact active biocide. Of course, these effects can be combined to create
multifunctional antimicrobial surfaces [211].

Killing microbes with a contact active biocide is also referred to as contact killing and means
that a microbe is killed solely by the contact with the surface and no other mechanism e.g.
release is involved. It is controversially discussed in literature, especially for metallic surfaces,
if contact killing is a valid mechanism and how it could work [212–216]. First of all, it is
complicated to experimentally determine contact killing. In most cases, killing of microbes
without the measurable presence of antimicrobial agents is taken as contact killing, but the
concentration may only be below the detection limit in the medium whereas it is high enough
to kill bacteria at the surface. Experiments that include multiple washing steps over a longer
time period and control of the concentration within washing solution and coating would help
to get a better understanding, but still is no prove for contact killing [211]. Two theories for
contact killing are predominant for polymeric coatings: polymeric spacer effect and phospholipid
sponge effect [211]. The polymeric spacer effect tries to explain the antibacterial activity of
biocides attached to the surface via a spacer. The spacer allows the biocide to penetrate
the cell wall of adherend bacterial cells and reach the phospholipid cytoplasmic membrane,
which is subsequently destroyed. Interestingly, the surface coating can be more active than the
polymer in solution [217]. This concept seems to be valid [211] for surface grafted quaternary
polyethyleneimine [218], single walled carbon nanotubes [219] and surface grafted N-hexylated
poly(4-vinylpiridine) [217] as well as antimicrobial peptides [220].

The phospholipid sponge effect theory says that the phospholipid layer of bacteria is destroyed
by the ability of the coating to adsorb phospholipids [221], which might travel through the cell
wall in liposomes [211]. This mechanism is supposed to explain the antibacterial activity of
polymeric coatings that are modified with the same biocidal functional groups but not at the
end of spacer-like polymers [222].
When it comes to contact killing on metal surfaces the role of the surface itself, metal ion

dissolution and the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) are widely discussed, but all
agree that it is a multi-factorial effect.

Metals like silver and copper are used since ages as antimicrobial surfaces for general hygiene
and medical applications [212, 223]. After antibiotics were discovered and developed, metals
were nearly forgotten, but widespread resistance to antibiotics revived the interest in metals [212,
223]. Metals can be divided in essential and non-essential ones. Essential metals like Na, Mg,
K, Ca, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Se and Mo are necessary for the normal physiological
function of organisms in certain concentrations and are mostly found in proteins [223–225].
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However, they are toxic in higher concentrations, whereas non-essential metals like silver are
toxic in very low concentrations, especially for most bacteria and microbes [223, 226, 227].
Some metals are even able to kill multidrug-resistant bacteria [228–230] or disrupt antibiotic
resistant biofilms [226, 228, 231].

Within a cell, essential metals exist only in very limited chemical forms and are always
guided to their specific enzymes and structural or storage proteins [232]. On the one hand,
some biomolecules exhibit a high level of discrimination and bind their wanted metal cofactor
with orders of magnitude greater affinity [233]. On the other hand, other biomolecules bind
metal ions or metal complexes that have similar structure like the cofactor (ionic or molecular
mimicry) and lose their biological function [234, 235]. The redox potential of metals enables
the transfer of electrons and is vital for respiration and photosynthesis, but it is also related to
the toxicity of many redox-active metal ions [236, 237].

As first step of poisoning the uptake and accumulation of metals is presumed [223]. Much
effort has been put into studying the uptake and efflux, and its role in microbial heavy-metal
resistance [227, 238]. However, the route highly toxic metals, like silver, take, is still unknown,
but some sorts of transporters are most likely involved [223]. Inside a bacterium different
mechanisms of toxicity interplay with each other. The metal mediated generation of ROS,
like O2

•– , H2O2 and OH•, leads to an upregulation of genes involved in ROS elimination
[239–241] and damaged DNA and inhibited enzyme activities were found [242]. Thus, ROS and
metal catalyzed oxidation reactions are likely to be involved in metal toxicity. Another target
for metal toxicity is the cell membrane. Possible mechanisms are the disruption of the cell
membrane by lipid peroxidation shown for Cu(II) and hypothesized to be the mode of action of
copper and copper alloy surfaces [212], the disturbance of the bacterial electron transport chain
found for silver [243–245] or the dissipation of the chemiosmotic potential causing membrane
leakage [246]. Chernousova and Epple [247] give an excellent overview over the effect of silver
concentrations and different forms of applications, mainly nanoparticles, on bacteria, fungi and
algae as well as eukaryotic cells and even multicellular organisms in vivo.

Warnes and Keevil [215] inhibited the action of copper ions on copper surfaces by chelators,
quenched the ROS and found that less bacteria were killed. However, quenching hydroxyl
radicals and decomposition of hydrogen peroxide did not influence the killing rate. From
these findings they concluded that ROS were not generated via Fenton chemistry, but play an
important role in the antibacterial activity of the surface together with metal ions.

From their experiments Luo et al. [216] concluded that oxidation must take place under
ambient conditions and that metal ions must be released, of which the bactericidal activity is
dependent on their soft hard-soft acid-base character according to Pearson/high thiophilicity.
Due to these findings, they suggested that copper and cadmium are the most antibacterial
metals.

Mathews et al. [213] compared the rate of bacterial killing on pure copper surfaces and copper
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surfaces covered with an inert polymer grid, which prevented the direct contact of the bacteria
with the surface. The copper ion release of both surfaces was about the same, but bacteria were
only effectively killed when they were in direct contact with the surface. Hence, ion release
is supported by another antibacterial effect. Here, they hypothesized that damage of the cell
envelope could be involved, which facilitated the entrance of ions.

2.7.1. Biocide releasing antibacterial coatings

Antibiotics are usually given systemically or mixed into the bone cement [87] but can also be used
as coating [248]. Antibiotics like minocycline, rifampin [248], doxyclicline [249], ciprofloxacin
[250], vancomycin [251], norvancomycin [252] and gentamicin [177, 253] were investigated.
Hickok and Shapiro [254] wrote a review about the use of antibiotics for prevention of implant
infections and especially about immobilizing them on surfaces, which is suggested for reading.

Silver is by far the most studied antimicrobial metal [255–257] and showed higher antibacterial
activity than copper and zinc, two metallic candidates used as antibacterial agents [258, 259].

Tîlmaciu et al. [260] used self-assembled monolayers of mercaptododecylphosphonic acid post-
treated with AgNO3 as coating for titanium. An in vitro study with MC3T3-E1 cells showed
that attachment, proliferation and osteogenic differentiation were not negatively influenced, but
the adhesion as well as biofilm formation of S. epidermidis and Escherichia coli was successfully
inhibited. The coatings showed similar in vivo biocompatibility as uncoated titanium disks for
4 days in DBA1 mice. In addition, in vivo tests for the antibacterial activity were performed by
adding 50 µL PBS with 1×104 CFU S. epidermidis to the subcutaneously implanted samples.
In comparison with uncoated titanium disks a 500-fold reduction in viable adherent bacteria
was found. Since the silver thiolate bonds and phosphonate monolayers are limited in stability
in biological environments, this coating could be beneficial for the first days after implantation
and prevent infections of germs that entered the wound during surgery.
To investigate the relationship between composition and structure of silver and titanium,

a silver-titanium oxide gradient sputter-deposited in a reactive oxygen environment was used
[261]. While the silver content varied from 35 % to 62 % the release was dominated by porosity
and crystallinity of the surface and not the total amount of silver. The higher release on the
silver-rich side of the gradient lead to a reduction of S. aureus of 99 %, whereas 17 % were
measured for the titanium-rich side. The silver-rich side showed irregular clusters up to 1 µm
with voids in the structure and a contact angel of 9°. In the middle section silver was mostly
present as smaller particles on a porous titanium surface. A denser columnar structure with
silver nanoparticles was found on the titanium-rich side with a higher contact angle of 49°. In
addition, the structural properties influenced the HA forming ability. After immersion in SBF
more HA precipitation could be detected on the silver-rich side.
For a prolonged release kinetic, silver was incorporated in bioactive glass and extracellular

matrix hydrogels [257]. It showed long-lasting antibacterial effects against E. coli and E. faecalis.
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Moreover, no cytotoxicity against dental pulp cells, but indications for enhanced bioactive
behavior were found. Application as injectable composite for tooth defect areas is conceivable.

In an in vivo study with New Zealand white rabbits, megaprostheses coated with silver
showed an antibacterial effect against S. aureus [262]. In order to enable the release of silver
ions, a gold coating was applied before the silver coating. Gold is a more noble metal and
can serve as cathode while silver is the anode and then able to release silver ions. The silver
coated megaprostheses significantly reduced pus and the bacterial count of S. aureus compared
with uncoated titanium-vanadium megaprostheses. All implants were well integrated into
bone without pathological findings, despite elevated silver concentrations around the implant.
Silver concentrations were significantly elevated in blood, liver and spleen, but the functional
parameters and histology were normal. The same coating was also tested in a clinical trial with
20 patients and revealed no systemic or local toxic side effects [263]. In addition, 51 patients
with bone sarcoma were treated with this silver coated megaprostheses and showed substantially
reduced infection rates of 5.9 % compared to 17.6 % in the group with uncoated implants [264].
Moreover, the coated prostheses prevented amputation and allowed less aggressive treatment
of infections. Nevertheless, the time of infection was the same in both groups and they state
that silver will not be able to fight the infection alone. Silver was only present very close to
the implant surface and could not reach infected tissue elsewhere. It could also be depleted
after a while, allowing suppressed infections to become clinically apparent, therefore, antibiotic
treatment was still necessary. Implants coated with silver with another technique reduced the
infection, too, even after two-stage revisions [265]. A review published in 2017 [266] about
silver coated megaprostheses stated that benefits of silver in infection prevention could not
be confirmed, because the lack of studies with large numbers of patients, but that many
retrospective studies suggested a decreased rate of infections. The stable integration of silver
coated implants in bone was seen as problematic, but three studies suggest that it is possible.
However, further investigations are needed [267–269].

An often-neglected problem of silver is that despite restricted use of silver containing products
the resistance of bacteria against silver rose [270]. This endangers the efficacy of these products
and could lead to the same situation as with many antibiotics.

In a study [39] the antibacterial activities of silver, zinc, copper, mercury, cobalt and aluminum
ions were tested against S. aureus and S. epidermidis. Moreover, the cytotoxicity against
embryo calvaria mouse osteoblast-like cells (MC3T3- E1) and mouse fibroblasts L929 was
compared. Co2+ killed the cells immediately and Ag+, Zn2+, Hg2+ were extremely cytotoxic,
even at low concentrations, but relatively high concentrations of Cu2+ and Al3+ were tolerated
by the cells. Cu2+ combined good cell compatibility with the highest antibacterial activity
(reduction rate of 2.5×104) at a LD50 of 2.3×10−1 mmol L−1 for L929 cells, while Ag+ only
showed a reduction rate of 0.93 at LD50 of 2.5×10−3 mmol L−1. Even higher concentrations of
Cu2+ only reduced the cell count and activity to the level of the Ti-6Al-4V control. Scanning
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electron microscopy images showed some injured cells and cells with rounded morphology, but
the majority of cells was well spread and attached. Therefore, copper has the favor of lower
cytotoxicity compared to silver [258]. Moreover, copper in a concentration of 0.1 mmol L−1

could stimulate the proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells and enhance the differentiation in
osteogenic differentiation medium [271]. The antibacterial effect was seen for 3 mmol L−1 and
5 mmol L−1 against S. aureus. The conclusion was that copper could be an antibacterial agent
directly at the implant surface and stimulate the mesenchymal stem cells in further distance or
later at the surface, when the concentration became appropriate [271].

As an alternative to silver and copper bismuth was investigated by Lin et al. [272]. Bismuth
nitrate showed a larger inhibition zone in agar diffusion test compared to silver nitrate against
A. actinomycetemcomitans, S. mutans and MRSA. Therefore, they created bismuth-modified
titanium dioxide layers with anodic oxidation and could show that also the layers showed
better antibacterial properties against A. actinomycetemcomitans and MRSA. At the same time
osteoblast-like MG63 cells on bismuth-modified titanium layers had similar ALP-activity and
cell viability (MTT) than on silver-modified ones. These findings make bismuth a promising
alternative to silver.

Iodine coatings were successfully tested on megaprostheses in patients with malignant bone
tumor, infection or pyogenic arthritis [273]. No adverse systemic or local effects nor loosening
could be detected. In 1 out of 20 patients an infection occurred, that could be treated by
antibiotics without removal of the implant, which was a good outcome for a tumor patient.
Thyroid function was monitored after implantation and showed normal activity. Therefore,
iodine coatings seem save to use and effective in the prevention and treatment of infections for
large bone defects.

Another alternative for antibacterial coatings is fluoridated HA [274]. Amorphous fluoridated
HA was deposited via ECAD and crystallinity increased by heat treatment for 3 h at 600 ◦C.
Antibacterial activity was determined by reduction of CFU of S. aureus, E. coli and P. gingivalis
on titanium, HA and fluoridated HA. With respect to titanium, HA and fluoridated HA showed
a significant effect. Structural analysis revealed that F– replaced OH– in the HA lattice
(Ca5(PO4)3OH), whereas roughness parameter in the micrometer scale were similar. As a
result, they stated that surface morphology had no influence, but the effect came from the
incorporated fluoride. Differences in surface morphology in the sub-micrometer range seen
in SEM images were not considered and may not be represented by the surface roughness
parameters in the micrometer scale. Therefore, an influence of the surface morphology may be
present, but it is very difficult to isolate the effects of surface morphology and fluoride. Let it
be for the surface morphology, the fluoride or a combination of both. For sure, the different
surface morphology is caused by fluoride addition to HA and the so produced coating had
antibacterial activity.

Chlorhexidine is a cationic antibacterial agent used in dentistry against infections and has a
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broad range of antibacterial properties. Its solubility is pH-dependent and makes ECAD the
method of choice for the co-deposition with calcium phosphates, namely amorphous calcium
phosphate and HA. Chlorhexidine contents between 150 ng cm−2 to 65 mg cm−2 could be
realized, allowing adaption to the implant site [275].

2.8. Calcium hydroxide coatings

Calcium hydroxide is a well-known antibacterial agent and therefore the idea arose to use it as
antibacterial implant coating. This section will have a closer look at the antibacterial properties
and the work on coatings done before this thesis.

2.8.1. Calcium hydroxide as antibacterial agent

Calcium hydroxide is commonly used in dentistry for root-channel disinfection [276] and pulp
capping [277] with good results.
Calcium hydroxide’s way of action is the rising of the pH-value in the surrounding. Thus,

it can be counted as biocide releasing. In water saturated calcium hydroxide elevated the
pH-value to about 12.5 to 12.8, while the increase is limited by natural buffer systems to about
10 within the dentine [278]. Calcium hydroxide is effectively used as root-channel dressing and
exhibits satisfying results in most cases [276]. However, a pH-value of 10 can be survived by
Enterococcus faecalis and Candida albicans [279] and also other bacterial species can survive
calcium hydroxide therapy [21, 276]. Nevertheless, a significant reduction of E. faecalis and
C. albicans could be found in vivo after 7 days of calcium hydroxide treatment, which was as
effective as antimicrobial photodynamic therapy [280]. Weiger et al. [281] could not detect
a significant difference between one-visit without the use of calcium hydroxide and two-visit
root-channel treatments with the use of calcium hydroxide as root-channel dressing between
the two visits. On the contrary, it was tested to be more effective than camphorated phenol
or camphorated paramonochlorophenol [282]. Moreover, calcium hydroxide can degenerate
bacterial lipopolysaccharides that are involved in bone resorption during pulpal infections and
therefore preserve bone that is important for implant fixation [283, 284].

Interestingly, not only OH– ions but also Ca2+ could be effective against S. aureus [285]. Dye-
leakage tests were performed with model membranes and showed a disruption of the membrane
for a concentration of Ca2+ greater than 10 mmol L−1. This gave a hint for antibacterial activity,
which was then tested on stationary phase S. aureus. A statistically significant viability loss
of about 60 % was detectable for 40 mmol L−1 Ca2+ as far as S. aureus was concerned. The
same concentrations tested with E. coli and B. subtilis did not result in any notable change in
viability, which they ascribe to the higher cardiolipin content in S. aureus membranes. Moreover,
calcium hydroxide has shown to enhance mineralization in hard tissues due to activation of
alkaline phosphatase, which in turn results in phosphate release that can form new bone mineral
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together with calcium [286, 287]. Better fixation of the implant in bone and higher intrabacterial
ROS generation caused by CaO coatings resulted in dramatically reduced infections of MRSA
in in vivo studies [288]. In the same study the expression of osteocalcin, osteopontin, alkaline
phosphatase and bone morphogenic protein 2 was up-regulated in bone marrow stem cells after
7 and 14 days of incubation, indicating enhanced osteoblastic differentiation [288]. Additional
to the presence of Ca2+, the elevated pH-value plays a role, because bone formation has its
optimum between pH 8 and pH 8.5 [289]. Even the immune system is positively influenced
by Ca2+ and releases calprotectin to inhibit bacterial superoxide defense and to kill bacteria
[290–292].

All these findings show that calcium hydroxide is a highly promising antibacterial agent with
additional bone healing capacity combining the dual action of OH– and Ca2+.

2.9. History of calcium hydroxide coatings

Calcium hydroxide coatings deposited via ECAD were firstly described in [30, 35, 293]. They
investigated different electrolyte compositions (compare table 2.3) with concentrations of
Ca(NO3)2 of 42 mmol L−1 or 84 mmol L−1, (NH4)H2PO4 with 0 mmol L−1, 25 mmol L−1 and
50 mmol L−1 and a citric acid concentration of 50 mmol L−1 and found the optimal condi-
tions with 84 mmol L−1 Ca(NO3)2, 25 mmol L−1 (NH4)H2PO4 and 50 mmol L−1 citric acid at
100 mA cm−2.

Table 2.3: Tested electrolyte compositions for the deposition of calcium hydroxide. Reprinted
from [30] with permission, Copyright © 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim

Conc. Conc. Conc. Current Coating
Ca(NO3)2 (NH4)H2PO4 citric acid T density quality
in mmol/l in mmol/l in mmol/l in ◦C in mA/cm2

1 42 0 50 70 ca 120* -
2 42 25 50 70 ca 120* +
3 42 5 50 70 ca 120* +
4 84 25 50 70 ca 120* ++
5 84 25 50 50 ca 120* ++
6 84 25 50 20 ca 120* +-
7 84 25 50 50 83 # +
8 84 25 50 50 100 # +++
9 84 25 50 50 133 # +

*: Voltage = constant, #: Current = constant

Another important factor for the use as implant coating is the ability to sterilize the coating
without any changes in the composition. Autoclaving and disinfection with ethanol were tested
and did not change the X-ray diffraction patterns of the coating, thus the coatings were stable
and both methods can be used without altering the composition.
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Moseke et al. [30] also showed that longer deposition times lead to thicker coatings and reached
a coating thickness of about 20 µm after 30 min. In a scratch test with a 0.2 mm Rockwell
indenter the calcium hydroxide coatings withstood 5 N and 7 N and were thus comparable to
commercially available brushite/HA coatings. Autobiocompatibilization, that is the conversion
to HA in contact with a medium, was found for SBF, DMEM and FCS after 3 to 17 days and
could help in the fixation of a coated implant in bone. Unpublished histological investigations of
an in vivo study revealed higher bone formation around coated implants compared to titanium.

The antibacterial activity against S. epidermidis and Klebsiella pneumoniae were determined
in comparison with uncoated titanium samples. The samples were dehydrated with an ethanol
series and then stained with SYBR®-green. Thereafter, the bacterial count was quantified
by a fluorescence measurement [294]. Compared to the reference, the bacterial growth of S.
epidermidis was reduced to about 50 % and that of K. pneumoniae to about 20 %.

Growth of human osteoblasts (cell line MG 63) cells was evaluated for 5, 7 and 10 days on
titanium, HA and calcium hydroxide coated surfaces. At the beginning the cell number and
cell activity was decreased on calcium hydroxide but reached the same level as HA on day 10.
Braissant et al. [295] used isothermal microcalorimetry (IMC) to compare the antibacterial

activity of calcium hydroxide coatings and silver doped HA coatings against S. epidermidis.
IMC uses the heat dissipated by the metabolism of the bacteria to monitor their growth. One
big advantages of IMC is the quantification of bacterial growth over time, because common
assays that use staining can only determine the state at the end point. Moreover, the process
is independent of the sample geometry. Bacteria within a porous sample or coating can be
analyzed and no complicated, often not quantitative, detachment steps are necessary. They
found, that S. epidermidis on 6 out of 12 calcium hydroxide coatings showed a significantly
increased lag phase and a decreased growth rate. Moreover, for the remaining 6 samples no
growth at all could be detected during the whole experiment that lasted about 5 days. From
this they calculated the proportion of S. epidermidis that was killed and found 100 % for no
growth at all and 99.999 % when late growth was observed. Thus, this coating had a high
efficacy.
The influence of incorporated metal ions on calcium hydroxide coatings were also investi-

gated [296]. Strontium, magnesium, zinc and silver ions were added to the electrolyte and
co-deposited with calcium hydroxide. Calcium hydroxide could be deposited with all additions
except for zinc, where only zinc and an amorphous most likely calcium containing coating could
be detected with XRD. After immersion in SBF all coatings converted to HA.
All these results make calcium hydroxide a promising antibacterial and osteointegrative

surface coating. This study steps back and investigates the influences of production parameter
and thoroughly characterizes the antibacterial activity.
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3.1. Standard coating procedure

The last paragraph was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission
from Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018

Disks made of commercially pure grade 2 titanium with a diameter of 15.5 mm and a height
of 1 mm, were sandblasted with 50 µm, or 100 µm for biological experiments, aluminium oxide
(Korox 50 and Korox 110, respectively, BEGO, Bremen, Germany) for 10 s at a distance of 2 cm
with a pressure of 3 bar in a sandblasting device (Basic Quattro, Renfert GmbH, Hilzingen,
Germany). The disks were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath (Sonorex Type RK 102 H, Bandelin
electronic, Berlin, Germany) once with 5 % (5 mL/100 mL) Extran MA 05 (Merck, Schwalbach,
Germany) and twice with ultra-pure water (resistance 18.2 MΩ) for 10 min per washing step. The
electrolyte for the deposition of calcium hydroxide consisted of 84 mmol L−1 Ca(NO3)2 · 4H2O
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), 50 mmol L−1 citric acid monohydrate (Sigma Aldrich, Munich,
Germany) and 25 mmol L−1(NH4)2HPO4 (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). ECAD was carried
out with four titanium disks screwed to a four-fold sample holder and connected as cathode
to the galvanostat HP96 (Bank Elektronik – Intelligent Controls GmbH, Pohlheim, Germany)
controlled by the appropriate software (CPCDA:Potentiostat Version 6f.7.2004/supplemented
9.04). A platinized net served as anode and the current was set to −961 mA(∼ −56 mA cm−2).
During deposition, the current was monitored with a multimeter (Keithley Multimeter 2700,
Tektronix GmbH, Cologne, Germany). The electrolyte was kept at (50±1) ◦C in a double-walled
electrochemical cell by means of a heating system with a thermostat (Thermo Haake C10
Typ 003-5009, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Karlsruhe) and, if not stated otherwise, stirred at
200 rpm with a magnetic stirrer (IKA-Combimag RET, Janke & Kunkel GmbH u. Co KG
IKA-Werk, Staufen, Germany or MR Hei-Tec, Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany). The coating
was conducted for 900 s, if not stated otherwise, and after that the coated titanium disks were
dipped in ultra-pure water for 30 s in order to remove excess electrolyte. Then the coated
titanium disks were air-dried. Coating masses were determined through weighing the samples
before and after coating.

For the modification of the coatings with metal ions the electrolyte was prepared as described
above and 0.84 mmol L−1 AgNO3 respectively CuSO4 · 5H2O (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)
were added. The coatings were deposited at 200 rpm with a current in the range of −70 mA cm−2

to −80 mA cm−2 for Ag-Ca(OH)2 and −80 mA cm−2 to −90 mA cm−2 for Cu-Ca(OH)2 [297].
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3.2. pH-value measurement

The pH-value of the as-prepared electrolyte was measured with an electronic pH meter (pH
level 1, inoLab, WTW, Electrode: pH 0. . . 14 Sentix 61). This pH meter was also used for
a measurement during ECAD, but electric fields and current negatively influenced results.
Therefore, 10 mL of electrolyte were collected from the vicinity of the cathode with a syringe
during about one minute and then measured with the pH meter. After that pH indicator
solutions with different pH ranges were used in the required concentration of 3 drops per 5 mL:
pH 0 - 5 (109177 Merck), pH 4 - 10 (109175 Merck) and pH 9 - 13 (109176 Merck). The
successfully used indicator was phenolphthalein, which changes from colorless to pink in a pH
range from 8.0 to 9.6 and stays pink until pH 11. Above pH 11 phenolphthalein is colorless
again [298, p. 254 - 257]. Here 10 mL of a 0.1 g mL−1 phenolphthalein solution in 50 % ethanol
were added to 100 mL electrolyte.

3.3. Surface pretreatment

Surface properties before coating can have a big influence on the coating quality, thus, different
surface pretreatments were tested.

Polishing of titanium disks was done with silicon carbide abrasive paper with P 1200 grit
followed by P 2400 grit and finalized to near mirror-polished with a MD Chem polishing disk
and OP-S suspension (both from Struers, Ballerup, Denmark) on a MetaServ 3000 (Buehler,
Esslingen, Germany).

Sandblasting was conducted with aluminum oxide (Korox 50/Korox 110/Korox 250, BEGO,
Bremen, Germany) for 10 s at a distance of 2 cm with a pressure of 3 bar in a sandblasting
device (Basic Quattro, Renfert GmbH, Hilzingen, Germany).

For sodium hydroxide treatment titanium disks were stored in 5 mol/L NaOH at 60 ◦C for
24 h, air-dried and then heated to 600 ◦C with a heating rate of 5 ◦C per minute and stabilized
for 1 h before cooling [299, 300].

Before acid etching the samples were ground with P 2400 grit silicon carbide abrasive paper
at 100 rpm for 30 s to get comparable surface roughness. Acid etching was performed in a
mixture of nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid (100 mL of mixture contained 81 mL distilled water,
12 mL 65 % HNO3 and 7 mL 40 % HF) for 30 s followed by washing twice in water and air-drying
(compare [301]).
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3.4. Measurement of contact angle

The contact angle was determined with a contact angle measuring device OCA20 Data Physics
Instruments controlled by the software version V.5.4.3 build 1053 (DataPhysics Instruments
GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany) with a 3 µl drop of ultra-pure water.

3.5. Surface roughness

Smooth samples were measured with atomic force microscope (AFM), FlexAFM with a C3000
controller (Nanosurf, Liestal, Switzerland) in tapping mode (intermittent contact mode) in air.
The silicon cantilever (BudgetSensors, Wetzlar, Germany) had a thickness of 3 µm, a resonance
frequency of 190 Hz and a spring constant of 48 N m−1. Each AFM image contains 512-1024
lines for each direction. The scan speed was proportional to the scan size and the scan frequency
was between 0.5 Hz and 2.3 Hz. After recording, images were filtered and analyzed using the
open-source software Gwyddion 2.47 (available from: http://gwyddion.net). The roughness
of rougher samples could not be measured with AFM and thus a roughness testing machine
Mitutoyo SJ201 was calibrated to 3 µm (DIN roughness standard) and used with the following
parameter: 5 measurements with a cut-off length of 0.8 mm at a speed of 0.5 mm s−1 filtered
with the Pc50 filter.

3.6. Influence of stirring speed and pulsing in various combinations

Stirring was conducted during the whole deposition and stirring speed was varied between
0 rpm and 900 rpm in steps of 100 rpm. A magnetic stirrer (IKA-Combimag RET, Janke &
Kunkel GmbH u. Co KG IKA-Werk, Staufen, Germany or MR Hei-Tec, Heidolph, Schwabach,
Germany) was employed with a stirring bar of 3 cm and a diameter of 6 mm.
For current pulsing, a rectangular signal with 5 s of current flow followed by a period of 1 s

with zero current was generated by a custom-made relay setup triggered with an Arduino UNO
microcontroller (Arduino.cc, Italy). Used pulsing patterns are explained in figure 3.1. Stirring
was conducted during the whole deposition and stirring speed was varied between 200 rpm and
500 rpm. In addition, pulsing was applied after tprecoat until 900 s deposition time were reached
(tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s) or until the time the current flowed was 900 s (tprecoat +

∑ ton =
900 s). Both are explained in figure 3.1.

Instead of pulsing the current was kept constant and stirring was applied after tprecoat until
900 s deposition time were reached. As Stirring speeds 200 rpm and 500 rpm were chosen, it is
tprecoat + t200 rpm = 900 s and tprecoat + t500 rpm = 900 s, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of different pulsing patterns applied during coating.

3.7. Dissolution of calcium hydroxide coatings

In order to study the dissolution behavior in the electrolyte dry calcium hydroxide coated
titanium samples were fixed to the four-fold holder and put into the electrolyte at 50 ◦C for 1 s,
5 s, 10 s, 20 s and 40 s, respectively. Dissolution was studied without stirring as well as with
stirring at 500 rpm. In order to determine the dissolved mass, all samples were weight before
and after dissolution.

3.8. Adhesion

Tape testing was performed with Tesa®-Tape pressed onto the surface and removed by hand.

For testing the adhesion during ultrasonication a Sonorex RK100H ultrasonic bath from
Bandelin (Berlin, Germany) was used with a high-frequency power of 80 W at a frequency of
35 kHz. The samples were put into ultra-pure water and treated with ultrasound for 30 s. After
that they were dried in a gentle airstream and photographic pictures were taken to visually
analyze delamination.

Scratch-Test was performed with a hardness testing machine type 3212001 (Zwick, Ulm,
Germany) with a Rockwell indenter 3627 and an electronic stage ITL09 (micro controle, Beaune-
la-Rolande, France). Coated titanium disks were screwed to the sample holder and tested with
0.2 kg, 0.3 kg, 0.4 kg, 0.7 kg, 1 kg, 1.5 kg and 2 kg at a speed of 1 mm min−1. Scratches were
investigated with SEM and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
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3.9. SEM and EDS

Investigations of the surface morphology were conducted with a field emission SEM Crossbeam
340 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and EDS was used for element mapping with an INCA
Energy 350 AzTec Advanced system using a silicon drift detector (SDD) (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK). Some samples were sputtered with 4 nm platinum. EDS was performed at
20 kV with an aperture of 60 µm for 10 frames at a resolution of 512 with a process time of 4
and a pixel dwell time of 100 µs.
Biological samples need special treatment before they can be examined in SEM. Titanium

disks seeded with S. aureus were washed two times with PBS and then fixated with 6 %
glutaraldehyde for 15 min on ice. After that, the disks were washed twice with 2 mL phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) on ice and dried with an ethanol row. Each concentration (70 %, 90 %
and 100 %) was used twice for 10 min each at room temperature. Finally, the disks were dried
with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) (Lot# SHBF6076 V, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany)
for two times 15 min and then air-dried in a fume hood.

3.10. XRD

XRD patterns were recorded in a 2θ range of 10° to 60° with a step size of 0.02° and a dwell
time of 1 s/step in Bragg-Brentano geometry with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.1541 nm) using a
Siemens D5005 X-ray diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany) operated with a tube
voltage of 40 kV and tube current of 40 mA. The resulting diffraction patterns for Ca(OH)2
(04-0733), corundum (46-1212), titanium (01-1197) and silver (01-1167) were assigned using the
JCPDS database with the given PDF numbers.

3.11. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Varian/Bruker Daltonik GmbH,

Bremen, Germany) was used to determine the total amount of silver and copper in Ag-Ca(OH)2
and Cu-Ca(OH)2 coatings. The samples were dissolved in 1.5 mL HNO3 (65 %, Suprapur®,
Merck) and diluted to 1:100 and 1:1000 for measurement of Cu and Ag, respectively.

The release of Cu2+ and Ag+ was investigated in SBF (Na+ 142.0 mmol L−1, K+ 5.0 mmol L−1,
Mg2+ 1.5 mmol L−1, Ca2+ 2.5 mmol L−1, Cl– 148.8 mmol L−1, HCO3

– 4.2 mmol L−1, HPO4
2–

1.0 mmol L−1, SO4
2– 0.5 mmol L−1). The samples were immersed in 10 mL at 37 ◦C and SBF

was changed after 1 h, 3 h, 5 h and 7 h and then daily for 14 days. Total silver and copper
content in the coatings was measured with ICP-MS calibrated with 50 ppb and 100 ppb standard
solutions [297].
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3.12. Microbiology

All titanium disks for biological experiments were sandblasted with Korox 110 and used as
controls or coated with the standard procedure as described in the beginning of this section.
Samples and controls were disinfected two times with 70 % ethanol in 24 well-plates and then
air dried under a biological safety cabinet. An overnight culture of 20 µL S. aureus (strain
RN4220) or S. epidermidis (strain RP62A) in 10 mL lysogeny-broth medium (LB medium)
was shaken with 250 rpm at 37 ◦C. The overnight culture was diluted to 10×10−6, 10×10−7,
10×10−8 and 10×10−9 and 100 µL were plated on agar plate to control the number of bacteria.
The solution aiming for 445 CFU/mL was used directly and diluted to 10×10−1, 10×10−2 and
10×10−3 and 100 µL were plated on agar plates made with lysogeny-broth medium (LB agar
plates).

3.12.1. Agar diffusion test

An overnight culture was prepared from 10 mL LB medium and 20 µL of thawed S. aureus
culture and cultivated at 37 ◦C and 250 rpm in a thermoshaker (Unimax 1010 with Inkubator
1000 (Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Schwabach)). LB agar plates were seeded with
100 µL of the overnight culture with about 8.5×108 CFU/mL and calcium hydroxide coated
titanium samples were placed onto them with the calcium hydroxide coating facing downwards.
Uncoated titanium samples served as control.

3.12.2. Bactericidity test

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018

To evaluate the antimicrobial properties, as-deposited Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 coatings
were tested with S. epidermidis. LB medium was employed to cultivate the bacteria in a shaker
(Unimax 1010 with incubator 1000, Heidolph Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Schwabach,
Germany) at 250 rpm for 4.5 h. The cultivation was done in 10 mL and stored at 37 ◦C.
Subsequently, one half of the suspension was further cultivated in 40 mL LB medium for another
2 h at 37 ◦C. Beside Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 coatings, control surfaces of polystyrene,
sandblasted titanium and calcium hydroxide coatings without silver or copper were investigated
(n=3). Ag-Ca(OH)2 (n=9) and Cu-Ca(OH)2 (n=9) as well as control surfaces were cultivated
in 24-well plates, immersed in 1 mL of bacteria suspension. After incubation at 37 ◦C for 24 h
the supernatant was removed. 500 µL of a 1:10 water soluble tetrazolium salt (WST)-solution
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) in PBS was given to each sample and incubated
for 20 min at 37 ◦C. WST-supernatant was centrifuged at 50 000 rpm for 5 min. Analysis was
performed with an ELISA-Reader (Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany) and the associated software
Magellan 3 (Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany). Therefore, two times 200 µL of the WST-solution
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were analyzed in a 96-well-plate. Statistical evaluation (ANOVA with planed contrasts) was
performed with SPSS 18.0 (IBM Germany, Ehningen, Germany) [297].

3.12.3. Bacterial growth over time

After disinfection, the samples were seeded with 445 CFU S. aureus or S. epidermidis in 1 mL
1:500 LB medium. The dilution of LB medium to 1:500 for this test was in accordance with
ISO 22196/2011-08 and was chosen, because antibacterial effects could be more pronounced,
as previous tests showed (unpublished data). For determination of bacteria at the surface of
the samples the same protocol was applied as was during animal studies for the cylindrical
implants. The bacterial suspension was removed from the samples and they were transferred
to a well filled with 1 mL PBS for washing. After washing the samples were transferred to a
50 mL centrifuge tube each filled with 1 mL 0.9 % NaCl solution and put 10 times for 30 s in
an ultrasonic bath (Bandelin Sonorex Typ RK 512 H , Bandelin electronic, Berlin, Germany)
with 15 s pause between sonication. In addition, they were vortexed 4 times (Vortex Genie 2,
Scientific Industries, New York, USA) for 15 s at level 9 with 45 s pause. Then 100 µL of serial
10-fold dilutions of the solution were plated on LB agar plates. Formed colonies were counted
after 24 h or 48 h incubation at 37 ◦C. In order to investigate the timeline of the bacterial
growth, the experiment was conducted for 1 h, 3 h, 5 h and 7 h as well as 7 h, 9 h, 11 h and 13 h
and 1, 2 and 3 days.

3.12.4. Biofilm

During all experiments, S. aureus was cultivated in LB medium, and the medium was changed
every 1 or 2 days.

Straining of biofilm with concanavalin A

Samples were placed on hooks and gently washed twice in 150 mL PBS; every washing was
performed like this if not stated otherwise. Thereafter, they were placed in a wet chamber and
incubated with 100 µL 2 % (2 g/100 mL) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 5 min, followed
by two times washing and incubation with 100 µL 0.2 % (0.2 mL/100 mL) Triton X in PBS for
5 min and again two times washing. Then the samples were stained with 100 µL of a 0.1 µg mL−1

solution of FITC-labeled concanavalin A (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Lot-# 026K7039V) in PBS
for 50 min and after 40 min of the 50 min two drops of Hoechst 33342-solution (5 µg mL−1) were
added. Afterwards, they were washed thrice for 5 min, once standing still and twice at 50 rpm
on a shaker (Heidolph Unimax 1010). The samples were incubated with ethanol for 1 min,
air-dried and then the fluorescence was measured together with SYBR-green. For microscopy,
all samples were embedded in Mowiol (3 g/40 mL PBS) (Hoechst, Frankfurt, Germany).
Based on the experience from the first two runs the protocol was changed. Washing was
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no longer performed on hooks, but samples were washed with 1.5 mL in their wells. Due to
surface tension, a meniscus build up between the walls of the wells and 100 µL were not enough
anymore to have a full coverage of the sample surface in the wells. The amount of all substances
was increased to 200 µL.

Staining of bacteria with SYBR-green

Samples in a 24-well-plate were washed twice with 1.5 mL PBS per well and then fixated with
1.5 mL 3.7 % formaldehyde solution in PBS for 20 min. The samples were washed twice with
1.5 mL PBS and dehydrated with a series of 1.5 mL ethanol: 50 %, 80 %, 99 % and 99 % for
5 min, each. Then the samples were air-dried and stained with 1.5 mL of a 100 000-fold dilution
of SYBR-green in TRIS-buffer for 15 min in the dark. Surplus dye was removed by extensive
washing with TRIS-buffer. After drying the fluorescence of SYBR green was evaluated in
a Spectrafluor Plus or SPARK 20M (Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany) with Megellan software
(Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany). Microscopic pictures were taken with an Axio Imager M1 (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) with an HBO 100 lamp for fluorescence excitation and appropriate
filter sets for blue (353 nm/465 nm), green (495 nm/519 nm) and red (558 nm/575 nm).

LIVE/DEAD staining

Bacteria were stained with the LIVE/DEAD© BacLightTM Bacterial Viability Kit L7012
from Molecular Probes (Leiden, Netherlands). The calibration curve was calculated and
evaluated following DIN 32654 using the R programs “Kalib_ersten_Grades.R Version 0.9
(28.12.2015)” and “Analyse_ersten_Grades.R Version 0.5 (28.12.2015)” made by Prof. Dr. Karl
Molt, down-loadable under https://bscw.uni-due.de/pub/bscw.cgi/12944089 and discussed in
[302].

3.13. Cytocompatibility testing

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018
The metal-ion containing modifications Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 were tested with

human fetal osteoblast cell line (hFOB) 1.19 (LGC Standards, Wesel, Germany) in passage 9.
Four samples each were placed in the wells of a 24-well plate and polystyrene (PS), sandblasted
titanium and pure Ca(OH)2 served as control. The wells were seeded with 5×104 hFOB cells in
1 mL DMEM, supplemented with 1 % penicillin and streptomycin, 0.3 mg mL−1 geneticin (G-418
sulfate), and 10 % fetal calf serum (FCS) (all from Invitrogen Life Technologies, Karlsruhe,
Germany). Incubation at 34 ◦C and with 5 % CO2 followed.

The cell activity and cell number were accessed at days 1, 3, 7 and 10. For evaluation of the
cell activity, cells were incubated with a 1:10 mixture of WST-1 with cell culture medium at
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3.14. Software

34 ◦C and with 5 % CO2 for 30 min. After that the supernatant was transferred in duplicate
into a 96-well-plate and measured with an ELISA-Reader and the Magellan 3 Software (both
Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany). Thereafter the samples were washed three times with PBS. The
cells were lifted with Accutase® and counted with a Cellometer Auto T4 cell counter (Nexcelcom
Bioscience, Lawrence, Massachusetts USA).

3.14. Software

Image arrangement and annotation of microscopic and SEM pictures was done with FIJI/ImageJ
[303] with the help of ScientiFig [304] and the bio formats plugin [305]. For statistical calculations
R Version 3.3.2 (https://www.r-project.org/) was used.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. pH gradient during coating

The elevation of pH-value near the cathode caused by the electrolysis of water is the driving
force for the deposition of calcium hydroxide. Therefore, it is very important to measure the
pH-gradient from the surface of the titanium substrate into the bulk electrolyte.
Using an electrical pH-meter with a glass electrode seems to be the easiest method on the

first sight. The pH-meter showed a pH-value for the bulk electrolyte of 2.65±0.05 before the
coating experiment was started with the 4-fold holder and the cylindrical anode setup. Directly
after starting the pH-meter reached the measuring limit and reported an overflow, meaning
a pH higher than 15, when measuring directly next to the cathode and between cathode and
anode. At the anode, a pH of about 14 was measured. The experiment was ended after 900 s
and the pH immediately fell to 2.65±0.05, the bulk pH-value measured before starting. The
pH-value at the anode should be below the pH-value of the bulk, because at the anode oxygen
is released and the concentration of H+ ions increases:

6 H2O −−→ O2 ↑ + 4 e− + 4 H3O+ (4.1)

At the same time OH– are created at the cathode

2 H3O+ + 2 e− −−→ H2 ↑ + 2 H2O (acidic) (4.2)

2 H2O + 2 e− −−→ H2 ↑ + 2 OH− (basic) (4.3)

leading to an overall unchanged pH-value in the electrolyte.

2 H2O −−→ 2 H2 ↑ + O2 (4.4)

Thus, an overall rise of the pH-value is not possible when only electrolysis of water occurs. And
a nearly unchanged pH-value was found after the current was turned off. Consequently, the
electrical field interfered with the glass electrode making meaningful measurements impossible.

As a next step, different pH-indicator solutions were used in order to visualize the pH-gradient.
A pH-value indicator made for measuring pH-values between 4 and 10 changed the color from
red to yellow during the coating process (compare 4.1 A and B). This would indicate a change
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of pH from below 4 to about 6. But again, the whole electrolyte changed color, which is illogical
for above-described reasons. Thus, two samples of the yellow solution were taken and NaOH
(left glass on figure 4.1 C) and citric acid (right glass on figure 4.1 C), respectively, were added.
The addition of NaOH should have led to a color change to purple, but the color changed to
pink. Moreover, the yellow color did not change to red after citric acid addition. Hence, the
dye did not work properly anymore, which could be explained by the destruction of the dye
during the coating process.

Figure 4.1: Determination of pH-gradient during coating. A-C: indicator for pH 4-10. A: at the
beginning, B: at the end of the coating procedure. The color changed from red to
yellow. C: NaOH was added to the left glass and citric acid was added to the right
glass. The colors did not match the colors on the color card and the pH measured
with a pH-meter. This means the color change was due to destruction of the dye. D:
Phenolphthalein indicator during the coating procedure. Directly at the cathode the
color changes to pink, indicating an elevated pH-value. E: Same experiment as in D,
but with another set-up.

Another suitable pH-indicator is phenolphthalein because it changes from colorless to pink
in a pH range from 8.0 to 9.6 and stays pink until pH 11, where it turns colorless again [298,
p. 254 - 257]. When the ECAD-process was started, the hydrogen bubbles sparkled from the
surface of the cathode and shortly after that the layer below the bubbles turned pink and
stayed pink until the end (compare figure 4.1 D and E). A short calculation will bring some
understanding of the processes and the time frame. The assumptions to make are that there
is no diffusion, all electrons are producing OH– and the volume is restricted to 1 mm around
the implant. Within this volume of 0.867 mL, all H3O+ from the starting pH-value of 2.65 are
depleted after less than 0.2 s and the pH-value rises to about 14. In the experiment diffusion
and a not 100 % effective OH– production from the electrons limits the rise of the pH to the
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measured value of about 11. Phenolphthalein was also used as indicator for electrodeposition
and showed a similar pH-change [306].

These experiments showed that measuring the pH-value in an electrical field with an electronic
pH-meter can lead to wrong results and misinterpretation. Phenolphthalein turned out to be
favorable, because of its color change between colorless and pink. Using phenolphthalein, the
pH-value at the cathode could be determined to lay between 8 and 11 during the ECAD-process.
This surface confined pH elevation from 2.6 to above 8 leads to the deposition of calcium
hydroxide.

4.2. Influence of surface pretreatment

Contact angle and roughness parameter were determined for all prepared surfaces, because
wettability and surface roughness are key parameter for good integration of the coating into
the substrate surface. The results can be found in table 4.1. While polished and acid etched
surfaces had high contact angles, the contact angle of NaOH-treated surfaces was not measurable,
because the drop spread immediately when it reached the surface. Thus NaOH-treatment led
to a good wettability, that should be favorable for coating.

Table 4.1: Static contact angles and surface roughness parameter of differently pretreated titanium
samples.

surface contact angle Ra-mean Ry-max Rz-max Rq-mean
in ° in nm in nm in nm in nm

machined 51.7±2.4 730 ±270 24 490 6910 1180 ±530
polished* 52.4±11.1 4.6±4.7 – – 6.9±7.4
acid etched* 68.6±45.0 13.1±11.1 – – 18.1±15.4
NaOH # 470 ±36 3540 3060 580 ±40
Korox 50 9.2±1.9 910 ±70 8450 7300 1170 ±70
Korox 110 44.5±2.5 1440 ±130 14 160 11 420 1870 ±150
Korox 250 21.0±5.6 3033 ±258 31 000 25 000 3970 ±399
*: roughness measured with atomic force microscopy
#: drop immediately sank in, no static contact angle measurable

Surface roughness will influence the ability of the coating to interlock with the surface of
the titanium substrate. Thus, it has an influence of the bonding strength of the coating [307].
The surface roughness parameters were either measured with AFM for the smooth surfaces or
with a profilometer. Scanning electron images of all surfaces showed the differences in surface
roughness clearly and verified the measurements (compare figure 4.2).
Polished titanium samples showed nearly no surface roughness except of single scratches

and rare grainy spots. These spots were identified by EDS (see figure 4.3) as silicon carbide
implanted into the surface originating from the abrasive paper or the OP-S suspension used for
polishing. Due to the low surface roughness the interlocking of the calcium hydroxide coating
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Figure 4.2: Scanning electron microscopy images of the differently pretreated surfaces before
coating. Polished surfaces are smoothest. Acid etched and NaOH-treated surfaces
show low homogeneity at lower magnifications (500x) but at higher magnifications a
homogeneous microstructure is clearly visible. Thus, both have a different macro and
micro surface morphology. With increased size of the sandblasting particles (Korox 50
- Korox 250) the surface appears rougher and shows bigger structures.
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was not good and only little was deposited (compare figure 4.5 A). Therefore, nearly no peaks
for calcium hydroxide could be detected with XRD (compare figure 4.5 B) and hardly any
coating on SEM images (compare figure 4.4).

Acid etching predominantly changed the micro- and nanostructure (compare figure 4.2).
Scratches of the abrasive paper used before etching were still visible but were partially removed.
Most notable were the wave-like structures on top of the microstructure that could be seen at
higher magnifications (10 000x). This greatly increased the surface area and presented small
nucleation sites for calcium hydroxide. This could be an explanation why thin and high peaks
were visible in the diffraction pattern (compare figure 4.5 B), while the coating mass was hardly
more than on a polished surface (see figure 4.5 A). Only titanium was visible with EDS and
no impurities could be found on the surface (compare figure 4.3). SEM images (see figure 4.4)
showed a surface completely coated with calcium hydroxide that had no crater-like structures
and therefore seemed thin. Typical cracks were also visible.

Titanium samples treated with NaOH for 24 h and heated at 600 ◦C revealed an even more
complex surface micro-structure than acid etched samples (compare figure 4.2). Tiny struts were
three-dimensionally connected and formed a highly porous surface. This structure looked like
the one in the literature, the surface pretreatment was taken from [300], indicating a successful
pretreatment. Additional to titanium, sodium was detected in the surface by EDS (compare
figure 4.3) that could be bound in the form of amorphous sodium-titanate as was described in
literature [299]. Since it was amorphous it was not visible in XRD (compare figure 4.5 B), but
XRD revealed another change in the surface composition. Rutile peaks occurred, indicating an
increased TiO2 layer, which is also in accordance with literature [299]. The coating was dense,
exhibited craters and was similar to the coatings on Korox blasted surfaces (figure 4.4). The
perfect wettability and the high surface led to a higher coating mass than on polished or acid
etched samples, but all Korox sandblasted samples could be coated with higher masses (see
figure 4.5 A).

During sandblasting Korox (Al2O3) was implanted into the surface (compare figure 4.3 with a
Korox 250 image), thus they were chemically identical, but the scale of their surface morphology
was different (compare figure 4.2). Their contact angles were all below that of polished or acid
etched surfaces but differed strongly. The surface sandblasted with Korox 50 showed the lowest
contact angle of the three, followed by Korox 250- and Korox 110-treated surfaces. Therefore,
Korox 50 had the best wettability and coating masses would be expected to be highest for Korox
50-, then Korox 250- and lowest for Korox 110-blasted surfaces. Interestingly, the deposited
coating mass was increasing in the order: Korox 50, Korox 110 and Korox 250 blasted surfaces
(compare figure 4.5 A). This is most likely because the surface roughness is higher (see table
4.1 and figure 4.2) and consequently the surface area as well. However, the X-ray diffraction
pattern in figure 4.5 B shows decreasing peaks with increasing coating mass, thus indicates
lower crystalline coatings. A look at the coatings with the SEM (figure 4.4) revealed that the
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Figure 4.3: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of differently pretreated surfaces before coating.
All surface pretreatments retain titanium as the main surface component but can
introduce new elements. The polished surface shows small silicon leftovers from the
silicon carbide grinding paper. Acid etching left no elements. Traces of sodium can be
detected on NaOH-treated surfaces. Sandblasting with Korox 250 implanted Al2O3
into the surface, clearly visible as spots with high Al and no Ti content.
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Figure 4.4: SEM images of differently pretreated surfaces after coating. The clear differences found
before coating are more subtle but can still be found. Polished surfaces are hardly
coated. Acid etched surfaces show a homogeneous coating as do the NaOH-treated.
The unevenness of the coating increases with the size of blasting sand, inheriting the
roughness of the underlying substrate.
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surface morphology is inherited from the surface pre-treatment. Coatings on Korox 50-blasted
titanium where smoothest, followed by Korox 110-basted and then Korox 250-blasted.

All in all, the surface roughness seemed to have a bigger influence on coating mass than the
contact angle/wettability of the surface. The influence of contact angle, surface roughness and
morphology are broadly discussed concerning adhesion strength of the coating, bone-implant
contact, antibacterial properties and spreading of osteoblasts [308–312]. The wettability of the
surface plays an important role, as the hydrophilic character and thus the surface energy of
implants was found to affect differentiation and maturation of bone cells and osseointegration
[309]. For example, highly hydrophilic HA exhibited enhanced bioactivity [313].

The influence of the surface roughness and contact angles of Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-4V
structured with nanotubes on osteoblast and S. aureus adhesion were investigated by Izquierdo-
Barba et al. [310]. Ti-6Al-4V had a root mean square roughness on an 2 µm x 2 µm area of
3 nm and a contact angle of 56°, while the nano-tube surface exhibited a roughness of 57 nm
and a contact angle of 102°. However, the AFM tip was not able to fully penetrate the tubes,
leading to an underestimation of the roughness. Despite these differences osteoblasts showed
similar adhesion and proliferation on both surfaces. Interestingly, S. aureus was influenced and
adhered significantly less on the nano-tube surface. The authors concluded that osteoblasts saw
the nano-tube surface as smooth, because they are much larger and could adapt to the surface
due to their flexible cell membrane. Since S. aureus is much smaller and possesses a more
rigid cell wall, it cannot adhere well to the nano-tube surfaces. Thus, the effect of roughness is
dependent on the size of the cells and bacteria and can vary widely.

The hypothesis that polished surfaces can minimize bacterial adhesion due to their lower
surface roughness is controversial. Harris et al. [314] showed that the adhesion of one S. aureus
strain was equal on stainless steel, standard microrough CP-titanium, electropolished titanium
and electropolished Ti-6Al-7Nb but more on standard microrough Ti-6Al-7Nb. Therefore,
reducing the roughness (Ra) of CP-titanium from (0.900±0.027) µm to (0.190±0.030) µm via
electropolishing did not influence the S. aureus adhesion, but electropolishing Ti-6Al-7Nb from
(0.770±0.076) µm down to (0.180±0.037) µm reduced the S. aureus amount significantly. The
authors explain it with the different morphology of the surfaces. Standard microrough Ti-
6Al-7Nb showed micro-protrusions of niobium enriched β-phase titanium, which were removed
by electropolishing. On CP-titanium similar micro-protrusions were never present. Hence,
the general micro-roughness did not influence the adhesion of S. aureus, but the presence of
micro-protrusions enhanced the adhesion. An earlier publication of the same authors [315] also
showed no direct dependency of surface roughness and bacterial adhesion. Polished surfaces
with lower surface roughness had higher bacterial adhesion than the standard material and
special surface coatings with similar roughness had different bacterial adhesion depending on
the surface chemistry. Interestingly, there were also huge differences between medical implant
quality anodized titanium surfaces bought from two different manufacturers that should have
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Figure 4.5: A) Calcium hydroxide mass deposited on differently pre-treated titanium surfaces
produced under the same coating conditions. Coated surface area ∼ 17.2 cm2. Surfaces
vary in surface chemistry, morphology, roughness and/or contact angle. B) X-ray
diffraction patterns of calcium hydroxide coatings on differently pretreated surfaces.
The XRD of the machined surface is given as reference for the untreated titanium
and was not coated. Acid etched and NaOH-treated surfaces showed high peaks for
calcium hydroxide and NaOH-treatment also led to a visible rutile peak. The polished
surface was too smooth and barely any Ca(OH)2 could interlock with the surface.
Thus, the calcium hydroxide peak is barely visible. Of the three Korox pre-treatments
Korox 50 showed the highest Ca(OH)2-peak. Peak positions were determined from
their PDF-numbers (calcium hydroxide (ca) 04-0733, rutile (r) 21-1276, corundum
(co) 46-1212, titanium (ti) 01-1197
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similar surface roughness and chemistry.
In general, bone retention is influenced by the surface roughness. Rønold et al. [311] prepared

coin-shaped implants of 6.25 mm diameter and 1.95 mm height made of grade 2 titanium with
differently sandblasted surfaces. Titanium dioxide particles with sizes between 22 µm to 28 µm
(group 1) and 180 µm to 220 µm (group 2) and were used as blasting sand solely or one after the
other (group 3). The surface roughness parameter Sa describing the arithmetic mean deviation of
the surface and St standing for the maximum peak to valley height of the surface were measured.
Group 1 reached Sa(1.12±0.27) µm and St (28.07±3.65) µm, group 2 Sa (3.79±1.07) µm and St
(59.74±17.73) µm and group 3 Sa = (2.05±0.20) µm and St=(38.51±7.36) µm. Implants were
fixed in the tibia of twelve 8-month-old New Zealand White adult female rabbits and analyzed
after 8 weeks. They measured the bone retention with a tensile test procedure [316] and found
the highest force of (25.28±14.33) N for group 2, the roughest surfaces. They concluded that
bone bonding was not the reason for higher forces, but mechanical retention at the present
undercuts, that could only be detected for the roughest surfaces.
The surface pretreatment with Korox 50 combined a low contact angle and thus good

spreading of electrolyte with simplicity of treatment. Most important, the deposited calcium
hydroxide coating masses were higher than on polished, acid etched, and NaOH-treated surfaces
and the coating was more homogeneous and smoother than the coatings on surfaces sandblasted
with Korox 110 or Korox 250. Consequently, sandblasting with Korox 50 was chosen as standard
surface pretreatment.

4.3. Influence of stirring and pulsing on the coating

Stirring of the electrolyte or deposition with pulsed current can have an influence on the
deposition of the coating, because they may change the equilibrium and the pH-gradient at the
surface and hence alter diffusion processes. The following experiments explore the effects of
stirring and pulsing as separate parameters as well as in various combination.

4.3.1. Stirring speed

There was a noticeable influence of stirring speed on the deposited masses (see figure 4.6). The
higher the stirring speed was, the lower was the resulting coating mass. Higher stirring speeds
led to higher flow at the surface, which mainly added to the following two effects. First, loosely
bound coating particles could be washed away without the ability to aggregate with the more
solidly bound coating. Second, the pH-gradient could change, since the flow could transport
produced hydroxide ions away and lead to a lower pH-value at the surface, which is less favorable
for coating deposition. Stirring not only had a big influence on the deposited masses, but also on
the surface morphology of the resulting coatings (see figure 4.8). All coatings produced without
stirring and stirring speeds of 100 rpm and 200 rpm showed the typical crater-like structure
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and were crazed with cracks. From 300 rpm on, flower-like structures could be detected in
10 000x magnification. Between 300 rpm and 700 rpm flower-like structures could be seen more
frequently on some samples but were not visible on other samples. All inspected samples
produced with 800 rpm showed a mixture between crater and flower-like structures. Samples
produced with 900 rpm were completely covered with flower-like structures. It is important
that these findings are only valid for the central surface. At the edge of the samples voltage
spikes occur, change the situation and can alter the morphology. X-ray diffraction patterns
showed lower diffraction peaks for calcium hydroxide when stirring speed increased (see figure
4.7). These were most likely caused by a combination of lower coating mass and a changed
crystallinity resulting from the change in surface morphology. Thus, different stirring speeds
can be used to alter the mass and morphology of calcium hydroxide coatings.
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Figure 4.6: Influence of the stirring speed on the deposited coating masses. The faster the
electrolyte was stirred, the lower masses deposited.
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Figure 4.7: X-ray diffraction patterns of coatings produced with different stirring speeds during
deposition. Higher stirring speeds led to lower calcium hydroxide (ca) diffraction
peaks, but no additional peaks appear. Corundum (co) diffraction peaks result from
implantation of Al2O3 during sandblasting into the titanium (t) surface.
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4.3. Influence of stirring and pulsing on the coating

Figure 4.8: Scanning electron microscopy images of calcium hydroxide coatings produced with
different stirring speeds. With increasing stirring speed, the morphology of the coating
changed from crater to flower-like.
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4.3.2. Influences of pulsing

In order to investigate the influence of current pulsing on deposition of calcium hydroxide,
experiments using the same current density but three different time patterns for coating were
conducted: one with only static current as reference (tprecoat) and two with precoating and
pulsing (tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s). The static current was applied
for 480 s, 540 s, 600 s, 660 s, 720 s, 780 s, 840 s and 900 s to allow the calcium hydroxide to
precipitate as a precoating. The next setup added pulsing to the precoating step. Precoating
was done exactly as in the setup before, but then pulsing with the pulsing pattern toff = 1 s and
ton = 5 s was applied until the total coating time ttotal reached 900 s. This set of experiments is
referred to as tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s (compare figure 4.9B). Because these both setups worked
with the same ttotal, but different amounts of charge used for the coating process a third setup
was arranged that used the same amount of charge for each coating process. The amount of
charge Q can be calculated by the multiplication of time (t) and current (I) (Q = t · I). Since
the current was kept constant, the time, the current was flowing, i. e., the sum of tprecoat and all
ton, was adjusted to 900 s for each coating. Precoating and pulsing patterns were not changed
in respect to the setups before. Only tpulse was longer to get a total time of flowing current
(tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s) of 900 s. Consequently, ttotal was also longer.

For tprecoat set to 900 s all time patterns were the same, because tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and
tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s. Consequently, all graphs meet there at a coating mass of about 3 mg
(figure 4.9B). They had also in common that longer tprecoat led to a trend of increasing coating
masses for every of the three different time patterns. As soon as pulsing was involved, this
trend got bigger. In addition, samples coated with tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s seemed to have a
slightly higher coating mass than that coated with tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s, but this difference
was only statistically significant for 540 s and 720 s. Between the coating masses of coatings
produced with tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s and the coating masses of
the samples coated only with tprecoat there was a statistically significant difference (p< 0.01)
until tprecoat 6 780 s. However, coating masses of tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and tprecoat + Σ ton
= 900 s differed significantly at 540 s and 720 s. Interestingly, pulsing (tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s
and tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s) led to lower coating masses than coating only with tprecoat. This
sounds contradictory at the first thought, because pulsing after tprecoat means that the current
was flowing for a longer time. Thus, the amount of charge became higher, which should result
in higher coating masses. But when pulsing was applied a higher amount of charge was not
the only change that occurred, but also periods with no current flow (toff) were introduced.
During toff, no electrolysis of water took place, and hence the pH-value started to fall. Since the
coating masses were lower as soon as pulsing was applied, the pH dropped enough to dissolve
already deposited coating. Therefore, dissolution of the coating due to a lower pH-value during
toff is the dominating effect over an overall higher amount of charge.
The influence of coating time on X-ray diffraction patterns was exemplarily investigated
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Figure 4.9: A) Coating masses after deposition with three different current patterns. B) Schematic
illustration of applied pulse patterns. Coating masses are highest for tprecoat followed
by tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and then tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s. Interestingly, the
deposited mass decreased with longer tpulse, thus during toff already deposited mass
seemed to be dissolved again.
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Figure 4.10: X-ray diffraction patterns of coatings produced with tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s. The
diffraction patterns are labeled with the respective tprecoat. Longer tprecoat led to
increased calcium hydroxide diffraction peaks (ca). Remaining diffraction peaks are
attributed to titanium (ti) and corundum (co).

for tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s (compare figure 4.10). Titanium and corundum diffraction peaks
originated from the Al2O3-sandblasted titanium substrate and remained nearly unchanged.
The intensity of the calcium hydroxide peak at 18° increased with increasing tprecoat and was a
result of the higher coating mass.

Scanning electron microscopy images were taken to investigate the effect of the three different
time patterns used for coating on the surface morphology (see figure 4.11). For illustration
samples with tprecoat = 480 s were chosen, because here the greatest differences between the three
current patterns existed. The biggest difference in coating mass was measured for the samples
produced with tprecoat compared with those produced with tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s or tprecoat +
Σ ton = 900 s. Overview images with 200x magnification showed homogeneous coatings for all
coating parameters investigated. At higher magnification, the structures of coatings differed
from each other. Coating with tprecoat led to crater-like structures distributed over the whole
surface, which most likely grew around hydrogen bubbles from the water electrolysis. When
pulsing was applied crater-like structures were hardly visible (see figure 4.11) or were at least
flatter, but the visible cracks seemed to get wider. This does not necessarily mean that cracks
got wider, but the contrast between shadows and cracks was pronounced by a smoother surface.
Moreover, the samples produced with tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s seemed to be smoother than
those produced with the same tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s. This could be caused by increased
precipitation in the inner part of the crater, because the coating is thinner there. Therefore,
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4.3. Influence of stirring and pulsing on the coating

Figure 4.11: Scanning electron microscopy images from coatings produced with tprecoat, tprecoat
+ tpulse = 900 s or tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s. For all tprecoat was set to 480 s. At
200x magnification all samples show a homogeneous and dense coating. At higher
magnification (1000x and 5000x) crater-like structures can be seen for tprecoat. For
tprecoat + tpulse = 900 s and tprecoat + Σ ton = 900 s the crater-like structures appear
more and more smoothened, but the cracks seem to broaden.
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4. Results and Discussion

the electric resistance is lower, which allows more current to flow and more coating to deposit.
Consequently, the crater-like structures could fill up from within. Another explanation was that
thin crater-like structures could be dissolved during toff by the surrounding acidic electrolyte,
which would also explain the decreasing coating mass.

4.3.3. Stirring instead of pulsing after precoating

Stirring was applied after precoating instead of pulsing to investigate the difference between
both. Stirring with 200 rpm after precoating had nearly no effect on the coating mass. On the
contrary, increased stirring speed (500 rpm) changed the coating mass: the longer tprecoat and
thus the shorter t500 rpm was, the higher the coating mass got (compare figure 4.12). When
compared to precoating not followed by pulsing or stirring (tprecoat) and pulsing (compare
figure 4.12), precoating followed by stirring with 500 rpm (tprecoat + t500 rpm) yielded in similar
coating mass as tprecoat. Consequently, during t500 rpm no further deposition of coating took
place. This led to the conclusion that the deposition rate during stirring with 500 rpm was as
high as the dissolution rate.
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Figure 4.12: Variation of the stirring speed that was used instead of pulsing. Comparison of
coatings produced with direct current (tprecoat), pulsing (tprecoat+tpulse = 900 s,
tprecoat+Σ ton = 900 s) and stirring (tprecoat+t200 rpm, tprecoat+t500 rpm).

Scanning electron microscopy images of the coatings revealed no significant difference that
could be linked to the production parameter (compare figure 4.13). Thus, stirring instead
of pulsing could change the coating masses, but had no noticeable influence on the surface
morphology.
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Figure 4.13: Scanning electron microscopy images of samples produced with stirring instead of
pulsing. Given times are tprecoat. Stirring was applied until ttotal= 900 s.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.3.4. Influences of combined pulsing and stirring

Stirring and pulsing applied alone during coating deposition reduced the coating mass, as shown
in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Therefore, it was interesting to investigate, how the two effects may
interact with each other. Stirring lead to higher flow that could dissolve more coating during
toff, but also transports calcium ions faster to the surface that are needed for coating and could
therefore lead to higher mass deposition during ton. The experiments revealed that combining
stirring and pulsing led to lower coating masses than only pulsing without stirring (compare
figure 4.14), thus dissolution of the coating was the dominating process. Scanning electron
microscopy images in figure 4.15 showed typical crater-like structures that were smoothed by
longer pulsing times (G, H, I compared to A, B, C and M, N, O to J, K, L), but not noticeable
affected by stirring speed.
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Figure 4.14: Additional stirring of the electrolyte during coating deposition further reduced the
coating mass and higher stirring speeds led to lower coating masses. This is in
accordance with figure 4.6. Thus, the effects of stirring and pulsing add up.
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4.3. Influence of stirring and pulsing on the coating

Figure 4.15: Scanning electron microscopy images of calcium hydroxide coatings produced with
combined pulsing (tprecoat+tpulse=900 s) and stirring. The time shown represents
tprecoat. Typical crater-like structures are visible that were smoothed by longer
pulsing times (G, H, I compared to A, B, C and M, N, O to J, K, L), but not
noticeable affected by stirring speed.
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4.3.5. Dissolution of calcium hydroxide coating

Dissolution of the calcium hydroxide coating was investigated without and with stirring at
500 rpm for 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, 20 s and 40 s dissolution time, to further investigate the dissolution
rate and the influence on surface morphology.

Longer dissolution times led to higher dissolved masses and even more coating dissolved when
stirring was applied (compare figure 4.16). During the first second (0.59±0.12) mg dissolved
without stirring, which was (16±1) % of the coating and about 36 % of the mass dissolved after
40 s ((1.60±0.11) mg) (compare figure 4.16 A). Consequently, dissolution was fastest during
the first second. The remaining mass after 40 s was (16±5) % when stirring was applied and
(43±4) % without stirring (compare figure 4.16 B).

When stirring with 500 rpm was applied, the coating mass dissolved faster than with-
out stirring. With stirring (0.75±0.06) mg dissolved during the first second and after 40 s
(2.90±0.44) mg dissolved, which is nearly the whole coating, only (16±5) % remained. Interest-
ingly, stirring during dissolution also resulted in flower-like structures as did stirring during
deposition (compare figures 4.8 and 4.17 B). These flower-like structures seemed to be the most
robust morphology produced during deposition.
From the results of the pulsing experiments (see section 4.3.2), the assumption arose that

at the beginning of dissolution, finest structures on the surface are present which provide a
large surface area for the electrolyte to attack and dissolve these structures. However, this
assumption is not supported by these experiments. SEM-images (compare figure 4.17) showed
no differences between as-produced coatings (0 s) and coatings after dissolution without stirring
for all time points. Therefore, dissolution most likely took place within the structure and may
have led to a higher porosity, which is not visible in the images in figure 4.17 A. Stirring with
500 rpm changed the surface morphology, however, crater-like structures seemed not to be
smoothened, but flower-like structures were revealed. It is unlikely, that flower-like structures
grew during dissolution with stirring but originated from the coating process and presented
the most robust structure against dissolution. Accordingly, the circumstances during toff of
the pulsing cycle were different than during pure dissolution. One difference is that during toff
hydrogen bubbles were present at the surface and predominantly in the crater-like structures.
The electrolyte could only attack the rim of the crater and not the bottom to dissolve the
calcium hydroxide coating. A dissolved rim resulted in a smoother structure as seen in figure
4.11. In contrast, pure dissolution experiments showed unchanged crater-like structures, even
after 40 s dissolution. During these experiments, no protecting hydrogen bubbles were present.
Therefore, the dissolution took place evenly at the rim and the bottom of the crater-like
structures, not changing the morphology.
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Figure 4.16: Dissolution of calcium hydroxide coatings on titanium samples fixed to the 4-fold
sample holder with and without stirring. A) Boxplot, mean and −1 standard deviation
(sd) of dissolved coating masses are displayed. Stirring with 500 rpm resulted in
significantly higher dissolution of coating mass. B) Percent of remaining masses.
After 40 s without stirring the coating mass is reduced to (42±4) % but goes down
to only (16±5) % with stirring. Fits are displayed to visualize the trend but are not
meant to explain the physical background.
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Figure 4.17: Scanning electron microscopy images of the coatings after dissolution A) without
stirring and B) stirring at 500 rpm. A) For all dissolution times there are no noticeable
changes in the surface morphology. B) Dissolution for up to 10 s does not influence
the surface morphology, but longer dissolution times reveal more and more flower-like
structures. Most likely the crater-like structures were dissolved leaving behind the
flower-like ones.
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4.3.6. Relationship of pulsing, stirring and dissolution

All experiments described above have in common, that they altered the coating mass and the
surface morphology of the coating. Applying stirring during the whole deposition of calcium
hydroxide led to lower coating masses and changed the surface morphology to flower-like
structures. Pulsing with different time-patterns revealed that coating mass was dissolved during
pulsing and led to smoother surfaces. When stirring was applied instead of pulsing, the coating
mass was lowered, but the surface morphology stayed unchanged. A combination of pulsing
and stirring confirmed the results from the isolated experiments, because both had an influence
on coating mass and surface morphology. Flower-like structures where less present than with
stirring alone.

The coating mass is relevant because it determines how much antibacterial agent is present.
More calcium hydroxide will be able to reduce the pH to a lower value or keep the pH longer at
a low value, but the surface morphology of the thinner coatings might be favorable. Surface
morphology has a big influence on bacterial and cell response. Pegg et al. [18] separated the
chemistry from the morphology of ECAD-HA with a thin gold layer and investigated the
response of human osteoblast-like cells (human osteosarcoma TE-85). The surface roughness
and morphology of uncoated and gold coated ECAD-HA was measured with optical profilometry
and SEM and showed both needle-like structures with no difference in roughness. Moreover,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of the two surfaces ensured full coating with gold, thus the
separation of chemistry and morphology could be assumed. Cell proliferation and markers of
osteoblastic phenotype were significantly higher on gold coated and uncoated ECAD-HA than
on the uncoated and gold coated Thermanox control that is optimized for cell adhesion and
growth. Since gold coated and uncoated ECAD-HA have the same morphology, this effect can
be attributed to the morphology and not the chemistry of ECAD-HA. However, the chemistry
had an effect because the average results for uncoated ECAD-HA were higher compared to the
gold coated ECAD-HA, but not statistically significant.

How size and shape of material entering the body influence the foreign body immune response
was investigated by Veiseh et al. [317]. A large variety of tests and an in vivo non-human primate
animal models revealed less fibrotic tissue around sphere sized implants larger than 1.5 mm than
on cylinders or smaller spheres. Interestingly, this was independent from the used materials
alginate, stainless steel, glass, polycaprolactone and polystyrene. Hence, size and shape and not
other material properties like stiffness seemed more important for biocompatibility. Of course,
implants cannot be sphere shaped, but the study clearly showed the importance of shape and
size. Shape and size of the deposited calcium hydroxide coatings could be altered by pulsing,
stirring or a combination and may enable further tuning of their biocompatibility.
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4.4. Further modifications with metal ions

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission from
Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018

Silver and copper ions were added to enhance the antibacterial effect of the calcium hydroxide
coatings. The addition of silver and copper ions to the electrolyte did not inhibit the precipitation
of Ca(OH)2. Ca(OH)2 was still the main phase of X-ray diffraction patterns of Ag-Ca(OH)2
and Cu-Ca(OH)2 on the titanium background (see figure 4.18). While the positions of the
peaks stayed the same, the height was affected by the addition of metal ions. However, no other
calcium phosphate phases occurred. Diffraction peaks corresponding to corundum were found
in most samples and resulted from the incorporation of Al2O3 into the titanium surface during
sandblasting pre-treatment. The addition of Ag+ lead to a significantly decreased Ca(OH)2-
peak at 2θ = 18°, while at the same time the coating mass increased by a factor of about 4
((5.22±0.43) mg cm−2, compared to (1.34±0.03) mg cm−2 for pure Ca(OH)2). Additional peaks
could be found at 38.2° and 44.5° and indicated the deposition of metallic silver. However,
no peaks for metallic copper occurred in Cu-Ca(OH)2 and intensities of portlandite peaks
and coating masses were nearly the same as for undoped coatings. Copper may still have
precipitated as metallic copper but was not detected by XRD due to the detection limit of
≈1 %. Another possibility is an amorphous copper phosphate that is also not detectable by
XRD.
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Figure 4.18: "X-ray diffraction pattern of Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 coatings on titanium. The
main product can be identified as Ca(OH)2. Metal incorporation only changed the
crystallinity." Reprinted from [297] with permission from Springer Nature, Copyright
© 2018.
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Figure 4.19: "Scanning electron microscope picture and EDS mapping of Ag-Ca(OH)2 (A), Cu-
Ca(OH)2 (B) and Ca(OH)2 (C). Silver and copper are homogeneously distributed
within the coating surface." Reprinted from [297] with permission from Springer
Nature, Copyright © 2018.

Table 4.2: Ion content of the coatings measured by ICP-MS. Reprinted from [297] with permission
from Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018.

Sample metal content metal content coating mass Ca content metal/Ca
in µg in wt. % in mg in µg in mol. %

Cu-Ca(OH)2 17.7±2.6 0.28±0.06 6.3±0.3 2060±55 0.6
Ag-Ca(OH)2 722 ±159 4.4 ±0.1 16.5±2.9 4500±1300 6
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Figure 4.20: "Release study of Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 in simulated body fluid. Silver was
released constantly over 17 days (A), copper only during the first hours (B). Both
coatings were converted to hydroxyapatite after 17 days in the same way as pure
Ca(OH)2 (C)." cor stands for corundum that was incorporated during sandblasting.
Reprinted and adapted from [297] with permission from Springer Nature, Copyright
© 2018.
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Metal ion addition obviously changed the surface morphology of the coatings. Investigation
with SEM revealed rounder and more volcano-like structures for Ag-Ca(OH)2 coatings and
smoother structures for pure Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 coatings. The titanium substrate
was detected for all modifications where cracks occurred in the coatings (see figure 4.19 C).
Additionally, aluminum and oxygen were found originating from Al2O3 that was incorporated
during sandblasting. On that spots no other elements were present, because the non-conductive
Al2O3 hindered the deposition of coatings with ECAD. Silver contributed (7.7±2.6) wt % to the
coating mass and copper (0.2±0.1) wt % and both were equally distributed all over the coating
(see figure 4.19). These findings were well in accordance with the ICP-MS measurements where
(4.4±1.0) wt % silver and (0.28±0.06) wt % copper were recorded (see table 4.2).

This is an about 40-fold metal content in Ag-Ca(OH)2 compared to Cu-Ca(OH)2, moreover
the coating mass of Ag-Ca(OH)2 was more than double. This is surprising because the applied
current density was lower. The metal-ion/Ca molar ratio of the coatings was 6 % in Ag-Ca(OH)2
and only 0.6 % in Cu-Ca(OH)2, which is half of the 1 % of the electrolyte. Thus, silver deposited
in higher amounts and also caused a higher deposition of Ca(OH)2 than copper. Obviously, the
silver deposition was favored to copper.

In terms of antibacterial activity, the release of metal ions is more important than the mere
metal content, because only ions are active against bacteria [318, 319]. Silver was practically
constantly released into SBF solution over 14 days with an average release of (1.11±0.09) µg per
day and a maximum of (1.60±0.13) µg after the first hour (see figure 4.20A). In total (20±1) µg
(0.07 µg cm−2) of silver were released after 17 days which is about 2.8 % of the silver in the
coating. This led to a silver concentration in the release medium of 110 ppb that was well above
the minimal effective dose of 0.1 ppb [320] and lead to the antibacterial effect visible in figure
4.27. Since only 2.8 % of silver was released, a longer release seems possible. Copper behaved
differently because the release of Cu2+ could only be measured for the first 7 h. During the
first hour (0.01±0.05) µg was released, but after that only (0.18±0.15) µg. The total amount of
released copper was (0.43±0.11) µg (0.027 µg cm−2). This is a ratio of 2.4 % of the incorporated
copper, which is, however, similar to the ratio of released silver. Thus, the lower total copper
amount most likely led to the lower release. Another possibility is the formation of Cu(II)
phosphates with solubility products of Cu3(PO4)2 of 1.40×10−37 mol5 L−5 compared to Ag3PO4

with 8.89×10−17 mol4 L−4 [321].
After 17 days in SBF X-ray diffraction patterns of Ag-Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 indicated

the transformation of Ca(OH)2 into HA (see figure 4.20C). Thus, the transformation (see 4.5)
was not affected by the metal ions.

5 Ca(OH)2 + 3 HPO4
2− −−→ Ca5(PO4)3OH + 3 H2O + 6 OH− (4.5)

This is well in accordance with the transformation of Ca(OH)2 coatings without metal into HA
from a previous study [30].
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4.5. Coating thickness

The thickness of the calcium hydroxide coatings was evaluated after cutting a rectangle hole
with a focused ion beam (see figure 4.21). To distinguish titanium substrate and coating an
EDS was recorded. Two samples were measured each 9 times at equal lateral distribution
and the thickness was determined to be (3.54±0.81) µm and (3.16±0.50) µm. The thickest and
thinnest parts were 4.82 µm and 1.49 µm as well as 3.77 µm and 1.61 µm, respectively.

Figure 4.21: A) and C) Scanning electron microscopy images of focused ion beam cuts. The
coating thickness was determined to be A)(3.54±0.81) µm and C) (3.16±0.50) µm.
Image B shows energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy where the coating (blue), the
titanium substrate (pink) and the Al2O3 grains (green) can be distinguished, which
is important for correct thickness determination.

The thickness is well in accordance with thicknesses of 5 µm found for ECAD-HA [31]. The
lower values compared to plasma-spraying are thought to prevent delamination.

4.6. Adhesion

An important feature of coatings is their adhesion on the substrate, as it determines the
resistance of the coating to mechanical stresses. Since adhesion tests were not yet performed
on calcium hydroxide coatings, standard tests for coating adhesion were transferred to these
coatings. Therefore, standard parameters were chosen to coat calcium hydroxide coatings. As
standard tests tape and scratch test were evaluated and also a method using an ultrasonic bath
was investigated.

For evaluation of the tape test (compare ASTM D3359), a piece of Tesa©-Tape was pressed
onto the coating (compare figure 4.22 A) and carefully removed by hand. On the titanium
a dense coating was preserved (figure 4.22 B) and only the top layer of the coating could be
found on the tape (figure 4.22 C). This indicated that the cohesion within the coating was
lower than its adhesion to the titanium surface. A second Tesa-tape was applied and again the
coating was not removed from the substrate, but only got a little thinner (figure 4.22 D), as
the top layer stuck to the tape (figure 4.22 E). Thus, tape-test was unsuitable for testing the
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Figure 4.22: A) Coating as deposited before tape test, B) coating after first tape test, C) tape of
the first test, D) coating after second tape test, E) tape of the second test.

adhesion of the investigated calcium hydroxide coatings but revealed that the adhesion of the
coating to the titanium surface is higher than the cohesion within the coating.
Another test for adhesion of the coating was to use an ultrasonic bath and to measure

how long the coating withstands removal. Ultrasonic baths can apply an about isotropic
mechanical stress to the coating that is not dependent on glues. The acoustic waves penetrate
the whole sample and can agitate the coating and the interface directly. This method is
only semi-quantitative, as no adhesion force can be measured or calculated. Moreover, the
force attacking the interface is dependent on the geometry and the power of the ultrasonic
bath as well as the placement of the samples and the amount of water filled into the bath.
For samples where the coating is clearly visible and can be distinguished from the titanium
substrate photographs can be taken. One big advantage of this method is that it can be
applied to different shapes and rough surfaces, because the acoustic waves are not limited to a
connection as glues and tapes are. Ultrasound can be applied in different ways. Either with a
frequency sweep and differences in amplitude [322] or different amplitudes at fixed frequency
[323]. Another possibility are unchanged frequency and amplitude, where the time the coating
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withstands removal is a comparable value for adhesion [324], as done here.
First measurements were done comparing calcium hydroxide coatings on titanium disks

that were either blasted with Korox 110 (Al2O3) or used as manufactured and then coated.
Homogeneous coatings could be achieved on both surfaces (compare figure 4.23 A and G). The

Figure 4.23: Differently pretreated titanium disks coated with calcium hydroxide after ultra-
sonication in ultrapure water for the given times. A-F: machined, G-L: Ti sandblasted
with Korox 110.

coating was homogeneous and could be seen as grayer regions that turn shinier with time going
by (figure 4.23 B-F). But the visible differences before (figure 4.23 A) and after ultrasonication
(figure 4.23 B-F) were not big enough for a meaningful evaluation of the as-manufactured
samples. Even though the ultrasonic bath seems the only possibility concerning mechanical
stress, the evaluation is difficult and depends strongly on the reflection of the surface during
photography. For future investigations EDS suggests itself to clearly determine residual coating.
For Korox-pretreated samples a removal of the coating can clearly be seen in pictures G-L in
figure 4.23. The coating is more and more removed during the ultrasonic treatment, is hardly
visible after 360 s and completely removed after 600 s. Hence, a calcium hydroxide coating on
Korox 110 pretreated surfaces can withstand at least 360 s ultrasonication.

Scratch testing is a standardized method and is often used to test the adhesion of bioceramic
coatings [325]. As a standardized method scratch testing was performed and the scratches
evaluated with SEM and EDS. Scanning electron microscopy of all samples up to a load of
1.0 kg showed a surface crazed with cracks, indicating a layer of calcium hydroxide. In addition,
EDS detected calcium within the scratch supporting the assumption of remaining calcium
hydroxide (compare figure 4.24). With increasing mass load more calcium hydroxide coating
was scratched from the titanium substrate. Until 1.0 kg the scratches were clearly visible in the
coating but have fewer protruding parts with increasing load. For 1.5 kg and 2 kg hardly any
cracks could be found. The crack on the calcium hydroxide coated sample after 2 kg scratch
test were smaller and all nearly orthogonal to the moving direction of the Rockwell indenter.

To investigate the behavior of the titanium substrate, uncoated titanium was tested as well.
After 2 kg scratch test it showed orthogonal cracks and other tribological phenomena. Deep
scratches parallel to the testing direction occurred from abrasion and the orthogonal cracks
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Figure 4.24: Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurements of scratch tests with loads
between 0.2 kg and 2 kg. Overlaid images and separate images of calcium (Ca) and
titanium (Ti) are given. A scratch in the calcium hydroxide coating is visible for all
loadings (overlaid images), but noticeable higher titanium backgrounds were only
visible from 0.4 kg. Starting from a load of 1 kg black spots with no remaining calcium
appear in the scratch in the calcium image, thus calcium is noticeable removed. A
load of 2 kg completely stripped the coating from the titanium disk.
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most likely from surface fatigue or a smearing of titanium [326]. These observations were
supported by EDS measurements and are shown in figure 4.25.

Figure 4.25: Scanning electron microscopy images and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
measurements on uncoated titanium after scratch test with a load of 2 kg. Deep
scratches parallel to the testing direction occur from abrasion and the orthogonal
cracks most likely from surface fatigue or a smearing of titanium.

With increasing load, the signal of calcium on the surface decreased and, on the contrary,
the signals for titanium and aluminum increased. Aluminum signals result from implanted
aluminum oxide from the Korox sandblasting and stand for the substrate. Considering the
about 1 µm depth EDS signals are occurring from, it is obvious that titanium signals can be
detected if the coating thickness is about or less than 1 µm. Therefore, the missing of a calcium
signal is more reliable to detect the complete stripping of the calcium hydroxide coating. Thus,
the almost missing calcium signal in the scratch at 1.5 kg and 2.0 kg (figure 4.24) is a sign
for the complete stripping of the calcium hydroxide coating. In conclusion calcium hydroxide
coatings on Korox 50 sandblasted titanium could withstand complete stripping until a load of
1.0 kg during scratch test.

Determining the complete removal of the coating is not easy for bioceramic coatings and done
differently [325, 327], but mostly with light microscopy. Here the use of EDS is considered as a
big advantage because a clear distinction between coating and substrate is possible. Comparison
with measurements done on hard coatings is also difficult because the endpoint is defined by
a visible and/or audible crack, which is more precise [153, 328]. Nijhuis et al. [179] stated,
that comparison of adhesion of different coatings is quite difficult, because the values strongly
depend on experimental conditions, especially for scratch test. Therefore, values found in
literature ranged over two orders of magnitude and make further comparisons meaningless.
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4.7. Biological properties

Calcium hydroxide is known as antibacterial agent and used widely in dentistry for root channel
infections. When used as coating material, it is important to determine the antibacterial
potential of this type of application. Tests were performed with the most common bacteria in
implant infections: S. aureus and S. epidermidis.

4.7.1. Agar diffusion test

Agar diffusion test is a standard test for antibacterial properties of different materials. Neither
the calcium hydroxide coatings nor the uncoated titanium controls showed an inhibition zone
around the sample (compare figure 4.26). Therefore, the coated calcium hydroxide was not able
to lower the pH-value in the vicinity and consequently did not exhibit a long-distance effect
against S. aureus.

Figure 4.26: Agar diffusion test of calcium hydroxide coatings and titanium controls. No inhibition
zones are visible and there are no differences between titanium and calcium hydroxide
coatings.

Studies about agar diffusion test on calcium hydroxide with different bacteria were summarized
in [276]. They also showed no inhibition zone and the hypothesis arouse, that the buffer
substances of the medium in the agar plates were the reason. In contrast, NaOH and KOH were
able to kill bacteria and create an inhibition zone. Since OH– from NaOH, KOH or Ca(OH)2
should show no difference in diffusion, the main reason could be the different solubility. NaOH
and KOH have a higher solubility (1090 g L−1 [329] and 1130 g L−1 [330], respectively) than
Ca(OH2) (1.7 g L−1 [331]) and can release more OH– . However, this advantage concerning
antibacterial activity comes with the drawback of cytotoxicity of NaOH and KOH. In addition,
the crystallinity of calcium hydroxide seemed to influence the antibacterial activity in the agar
diffusion test [332]. A commercial calcium hydroxide/salicylate cement showed clear reflection
peaks for Ca(OH)2 in XRD while mechanically activated tetracalcium phosphate revealed no
reflection peaks, despite up to 13 % calcium hydroxide that precipitated during setting. From
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that the authors concluded an amorphous character and thus better solubility of the calcium
hydroxide from mechanically activated tetracalcium phosphate, which in turn explains the
better antibacterial results from the agar diffusion test [332]. Therefore, changing the surface
morphology and crystallinity of calcium hydroxide with stirring or pulsing might be a chance to
further tune the antibacterial properties if required. In addition, an altered surface pretreatment
could lead to changed crystallinity as shown in section 4.2. Still, the effects on cytocompatibility
and conversion to HA must be considered.

4.7.2. Bactericidity test

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission, Copyright
© 2018, Springer Nature

A test that is more independent from the dissolution of Ca(OH)2 is the WST-test, because
it measures the activity of bacteria seeded on the coated samples. Here Ag-Ca(OH)2 and
Cu-Ca(OH)2 were tested against S. epidermidis and Ca(OH)2, sandblasted titanium and PS
served as control (PS set to 100 % in figure 4.27). All coatings showed highly significantly lower
bacterial activity than PS and titanium. The bacterial activity of Ca(OH)2 was only about
40 % of PS, Ag-Ca(OH)2 only 25 % and Cu-Ca(OH)2 only 13 % (see figure 4.27). Hence, silver
significantly increased the antibacterial potential of the coating and copper even showed a
highly significant effect.

Figure 4.27: "Bacterial test with Staphylococcus epidermidis with polystyrene (PS) set as 100 %.
All coatings containing Ca(OH)2 showed a high-significantly (**, p < 0.01) lower
bacterial activity than PS and titanium (Ti). The addition of silver significantly (*,
p < 0.05) or copper high-significantly decreased the bacterial activity even further."
Reprinted from [297] with permission from Springer Nature, Copyright © 2018.

Ca(OH)2 coatings without metal ions could show antibacterial properties against Staphylococ-
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cus epidermidis and Klebsiella pneumonia in a WST-1 test of a previous study [30]. Braissant
et al. confirmed this for Staphylococcus epidermidis by means of a novel microcalorimetric assay
and Kirby-Bauer assay [295]. The study at hand showed significant inhibitory effects against
bacteria for pure Ca(OH)2 coatings and increased effect for coatings with metal ion additions.
Surprisingly, copper was most effective despite its low release rate. The copper mass released in
the first hours ((0.10±0.06) µg, (0.16±0.09) µmol L−1) was lower than the lowest value found
in literature for antibacterial activity (55 µmol L−1 against Enterococcus hirae [214]). Here a
synergistic effect of the low pH caused by Ca(OH)2 and the Cu2+ comes into mind.

4.7.3. Bacterial growth over time

S. aureus and S. epidermidis are common bacteria that cause most of the implant infections [80,
98, 101]. Therefore, the short time antibacterial efficacy of the calcium hydroxide coatings
against these strains where evaluated. Different time points within 7 h catch bacteria in their
different states. This is important, because in some states bacteria might be more susceptible
to Ca(OH)2. Thus, a bigger picture of the efficacy of Ca(OH)2 is shown. Moreover, the number
of cells is more meaningful than the activity that can depend among others on the single
states, on the sample surface and on the environmental conditions. During animal studies at
the Department for Functional Materials in Medicine and Dentistry University of Würzburg
the bacterial count was determined with a sonification protocol. For comparability, the same
protocol was used for these experiments. Sonication was used for removing the bacteria and
plating on agar plates for the bacterial count.
After 1 h, 3 h, 5 h and 7 h for all dilutions and both germs no colonies were found on the

agar plates belonging to the calcium hydroxide coated samples. After 3 h one agar plate of a
titanium sample showed one colony at the 10−2-dilution. Since at 10−1-dilution no colonies
grew, the colony was considered a contamination and not considered for further calculations.
All in all, only the 0-dilutions showed some colonies on the agar-plates belonging to the titanium
samples. It is commonly accepted that only plates with 20-30 up to 200-300 colonies should
be considered for evaluation, because plates with less than 20-30 colonies are not statistically
acceptable and the chance that a colony is formed from more than one bacterium is too high for
more than 200-300 colonies on one plate [333, p. 98] and [334]. The titanium control samples
after the different times of inoculation with bacteria should show at least the same number of
bacteria that was seeded. On the plates seeded with 100 µL bacteria suspension these numbers
should be counted: (S. aureus/ S. epidermidis) 40/3 for 0-dilution, 4/0 for 10−1-dilution and
0/0 for 10−2-dilution. Consequently, the numbers of colonies on the plates were too low to be
statistically acceptable. This experiment showed that seeding with 445 CFU/mL did not yield
high enough bacteria counts after 1 h, 3 h, 5 h and 7 h to have a statistically acceptable result.
Few S. aureus colonies counted on the agar plates of the titanium controls after 7 h could be a
weak sign for starting bacterial growth. Since no colonies were found on the agar plates of the
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calcium hydroxide coatings, this may indicate an inhibiting effect of calcium hydroxide.
The experiment for 7 h, 9 h, 11 h and 13 h showed higher bacterial counts for 7 h and the

following time points and made interpretation of the data possible (compare figure 4.28).
For both germs, a clear difference between calcium hydroxide and the titanium control was
detectable. On titanium surfaces S. epidermidis grew well and about doubled its number from
(2.0±0.6)×104 at 7 h to (4±1)×104 at 13 h, but on the calcium hydroxide coating the number
stayed approximately the same (7±4)×103 at 7 h and (8±3)×103 at 13 h. This difference
showed that calcium hydroxide was promisingly antibacterial against S. epidermidis. The S.
aureus count could also be reduced by calcium hydroxide from (6±6)×103 to (1.5±0.9)×103

from 7 h to 13 h, while the number stayed at about (2.0±0.4)×104 on titanium. Consequently,
calcium hydroxide exhibited antibacterial action against S. epidermidis and S. aureus for 13 h.
Bacterial counts were also determined for 1, 2 and 3 days. All in all, the experiment was
repeated 4 times with the same protocol and under the same conditions, but meaningful results
were only found for one run. The results are shown in figure 4.29. On day 1 the bacterial
count was more than that seeded on titanium and calcium hydroxide. On day two the count on
titanium was higher than on day one, but the count on calcium hydroxide was significantly
lower. On day three the count on both surfaces was lower than on day one and day two. No
medium change was performed, thus the low bacterial count on day 3 was most likely caused by
starvation of the bacteria. Otherwise, the count on titanium should be at least as high as on
day 2. This indicated that biological experiments are not predictable and are affected by many
parameters, even if conducted following the same protocol. Thus, more repetitions should be
done, to get verifiable results.

S. aureus has a high affinity to bone tissue and is very active in contaminating implants.
Studies showed that S. aureus adheres to calcium phosphate coatings more readily than on
pure metallic implants [208]. On calcium hydroxide, however, the adhesion seemed to be
reduced for 13 h. The formation of biofilm in dependency of the pH-value was investigated for
S. aureus ATCC 25923 and 46 strains isolated from auricular infections at the pH levels 3, 5, 7,
9 and 12 by Zmantar et al. [128]. High acidic (pH 3) or alkaline (pH 12) levels reduced the
formation of biofilm compared to pH 7. While no biofilm formation was found at pH 3 two
stains showed biofilm formation at pH 12. At pH 9 16 out of 28 strains showed lower grade
of biofilm formation than at pH 7, but for two strains biofilm formation increased. For the
strains tested in my experiments a reduction could be achieved, but the efficacy against other
strains can be different and has to be investigated in more detail. Attributing antibacterial
activity to a single surface property is hardly possible because surface morphology, surface
energy, surface chemistry, porosity and leaching of bactericides influences the response and
adherence of bacteria. Nonetheless, calcium hydroxide coatings could reduce the load of S.
aureus and S. epidermidis for 13 h and are a promising antibacterial implant coating.
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Figure 4.28: Calcium hydroxide could reduce the bacterial count of S. aureus and S. epidermidis
for the time points 7 h, 9 h, 11 h and 13 h below the titanium control, thus calcium
hydroxide shows antibacterial properties.
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Figure 4.29: S. aureus count on titanium and calcium hydroxide after 1, 2 and 3 days.
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4.8. Biofilm growth

Implant infections are feared by patients and doctors, especially when biofilms are involved.
Biofilms are produced by bacteria to protect themselves against the host immune system and
as storage for water and nutrients. Bacteria within a biofilm also withstand treatment with
antibiotics and can hardly be removed. Therefore, it is vital to understand the formation of a
biofilm and the time it needs for formation. Thus, after investigating for bacterial growth in
the sections above, this section also looks for the biofilm-marker concanavalin A. Bacteria and
a biofilm that may have formed were stained with FITC-labeled concanavalin A (ConA) and
Hoechst or SYBR-green. Concanavalin A binds to alpha-linked mannose rests that are present
in many glycoproteins that are involved in biofilm formation [335] and was therefore used to
detect a biofilm. The DNA of bacteria was stained with Hoechst 33342 to see if the bacteria
were located within the biofilm or not covered by biofilm.

Fluorescence microscopy could detect the stained bacteria already at the first day of incubation
(see figure 4.31). On the next days, the bacteria formed larger three-dimensional aggregates,
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Figure 4.30: Relative bacterial count measured by SYBR-green fluorescence. SYBR-green binds
to DNA and is therefore connected to the bacterial count. The number of bacteria
decreased during the first three days, which can be a hint for a forming biofilm. On
day 7 the count was higher than on day 1, stayed at about that level until day 14
and dropped significantly on day 21. The drop in bacterial count could be a hint for
biofilm formation.

but only slowly increased in number, if at all. Biofilm formation seemed to correspond to the
formation of aggregates, as these aggregates were clearly visible on the ConA-staining. Even at
day one ConA bound to a single aggregate. In addition, SYBR-green was used to stain the
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bacterial DNA [336] and the measured fluorescence was used to compare the relative bacterial
count for all days of investigation (see figure 4.30). The number of bacteria decreased for day 1,
2 and 3 significantly, but increased until the 7th day significantly to again decrease slowly until
the 21st day. On day 7 the count was higher than on day 1, stayed at about that level until
day 14 and dropped significantly on day 21. The drop in bacterial count could be a hint for
biofilm formation. Medium changes seemed not to influence the bacteria count, because after
the first change on day 2 the numbers still decreased, but after the changes on day 4 and day
6, the number measured on day 7 was higher. After that, the medium was changed two days
before measurement and a significant decrease could only be detected between 7th and 21st as
well as 10th and 21st day. Comparing the first with the 21st day the bacterial count did not
change significantly.

Figure 4.31: Fluorescence microscopic images of titanium disks seeded with S. aureus. Bacterial
DNA was stained with Hoechst to visualize their distribution and labeling with
FITC-ConA monitored biofilm formation. Bacteria are visible on the images of each
day and are quite dense from the beginning on. On day 1 ConA bound only to a
point with high bacteria aggregation. On further days increasing ConA-staining
could be found, so exposure times for taking the images could be reduced. The
ConA-stained structures clearly coincide with areas of high bacterial density and
cloudy areas. Brightness and contrast of images were adjusted.
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The biofilm was also examined on calcium hydroxide coated titanium disks. Pure calcium
hydroxide coatings were tested and did not fluoresce (see 4.32 A-A”). Calcium hydroxide
coatings not seeded with bacteria were stained with the same protocol as the seeded ones,
and the images excluded fluorescence of the dye together with coating components (see 4.32
B-B”). Unfortunately, as soon as medium or medium with bacteria were in contact with the
coatings, they showed high auto-fluorescence (see figure 4.32 C-E”). Thus, it was not possible to
distinguish between auto-fluorescence of the calcium hydroxide coating together with medium
and a stained biofilm (see figure 4.32 F). Bright spots on the background of auto-fluorescence
marked bacteria stained with Hoechst and made it possible to detect bacteria after one day of
culture (see figure 4.32 F’). This indicates that bacteria also grew on calcium hydroxide coatings
and were not killed successfully. Since staining of biofilm on calcium hydroxide coatings was
not possible due to auto-fluorescence, the samples were fixated, dried and examined in the SEM
(see figure 4.39). The images show a biofilm formation on day 21, but no indication for that
on day 10 or 14. The change in the surface morphology between day 3 and 10 was obvious.
On days 1,2 and 3 the surface morphology did not change much and was as expected for a
calcium hydroxide coating: rough with cracks and crater-like structures. From day 10 on, the
coating seemed to be gone, because the surface looked like the uncoated titanium at that days
(compare figure 4.38). The number of visible bacteria also differed not much from that on
titanium. Therefore, from SEM images no clear antibacterial activity could be concluded. That
a biofilm formed after 21 days could be explained by the dissolution of the calcium hydroxide
coating, as no signs of a coating could be seen anymore. Hence, the antibacterial agent was
depleted and not able to fight the bacteria.

The measurement of fluorescence indicated that there was about the same number of bacteria
on the titanium samples over the time (SYBR-green) and that the biofilm slightly increased
from day 1 to day 5 and then stayed at approximately the same level or decreased slightly
(ConA) (compare figure 4.33). Epifluorescence microscopy was used to control the results from
fluorescence measurement and the first biofilm agglomerates could be found on day 5 and then
an about equal bacterial count could be seen for the following days (see figure 4.34). This was
in accordance with the results from fluorescence measurement.

In a next step the experimental protocol was optimized to increase day to day reproducibility
of the results. Washing and staining were not done on hooks and in a wet chamber but in
the well. This should minimize handling deviations and difference in washing intensity. In
addition, the fluorescence of Hoechst was measured on the same samples as ConA, giving a
better correlation of the biofilm and bacterial count data. Instead of SYBR-green staining
Live/Dead-staining was performed. Figure 4.35 shows the results for ConA and Hoechst
staining. The fluorescence of the Hoechst-stained DNA stayed at about the same level for all
days and showed no increase as would be expected for an increased bacterial count. However,
the fluorescence of ConA increased for day 10 and day 14, consequently a formed biofilm
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Figure 4.32: Calcium hydroxide coatings show no auto-fluorescence (A-A’) and no fluorescence
when stained with FITC-ConA (B-B’), but as soon as LB- or malt-medium with or
without bacteria is present the structure of the coating is clearly visible (C-E”). There-
fore, it is not possible to distinguish between the contributions of auto-fluorescence
and stained biofilm (F). Bacteria stained with Hoechst can be distinguished because
they appear as bright dots (F’) on the auto-fluorescing background.
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Figure 4.33: Fluorescence measurement for the DNA-staining SYBR-green and the biofilm staining
with FITC-labeled concanavalin A (ConA) of S. aureus on titanium surfaces.
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Figure 4.34: Microscopic images of FITC-labeled concanavalin A-stained biofilm. The first biofilm
agglomerates can be seen on day 5. Thereafter, the bacterial count stayed about the
same and equally distributed bacteria can be seen for day 7, 10, 14 and 21.
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was most likely. The results of the fluorescence measurements for the quantification of the
Live/Dead-staining are shown in figure 4.36. The calibration curve and the limit of detection
of 20.52 % and the limit of determination of 67.12 % were calculated from all calibration values
measured at all 7 time points. At day 2 around 80 % bacteria were alive and at all time points
after that below 67 %, which is below the calculated limit of determination, excluding the
determination of their precise values. However, even when neglecting the limit of determination,
the calculated values showed no trend, despite that more than 20 % living bacteria were present.

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded for all days investigated (compare figure 4.37) and
showed no peaks for calcium hydroxide from the first day on, thus there was no crystalline
calcium hydroxide on the coating anymore. However, the rising and broadening peak between
30° and 35° indicated the formation of calcium phosphates and among others different forms of
HA. The peak was visible at day 7 and 21, that means that conversion to HA took longer than
in SBF, as investigated by [30]. However, this indicates, that auto-biocompatibilization is not
inhibited by bacterial growth and could support bone ingrowth even in this critical situation.

Additional to the staining, samples were fixated with glutaraldehyde and examined in the
SEM (see figure 4.38). The images are in good accordance with the results from staining,
regarding the bacterial count. However, signs for a biofilm were doubtful for day 10 and day 14
where a clear biofilm could be detected with ConA. Only the images of day 21 showed bacteria
adhering to one another and small filaments between them. Titanium is a standard material for
implants and is used with good success. Unfortunately, studies show that good biocompatibility
does not only allow cells to grow, but also bacteria and that implants are especially prone to
microbial colonization [130]. The aim is to overcome this drawback of the highly biocompatible
titanium with antibacterial coatings. Fixation of the bacteria was also possible on calcium
hydroxide coatings and the resulting SEM images are shown in figure 4.39. Until day 3 the
coating with its crater-like structures and cracks were clearly visible in all magnifications. The
bacteria were singly spread over the surface or only loosely agglomerated (on day 3) and the
visual impression was the same on all days as for titanium (compare figure 4.38). On day 21
formation of fibrillar structures were visible and were a strong hint for a biofilm.

SEM images were similar to biofilms in literature [100, 337, 338]. The number of bacteria at
the surface seen on the SEM images were about the same for titanium samples and calcium
hydroxide coated titanium samples. Of course, this is unwanted, as calcium hydroxide should
kill bacteria and prevent the formation of a biofilm. However, calcium hydroxide converts to
HA in cultural media within about 3 days, which is the auto-biocompatibilization that enhances
bone growth but terminates the antibacterial activity. Thus, surviving bacteria can multiply
and form a biofilm. It must be considered that the number of bacteria was large as compared
to contaminations during surgery.

Laminar airflow systems can reduce the bacteria down to 1 CFU/m3 to 10 CFU/m3 in the
operation theater and further down to 1 CFU/m3 when space suits are used [339, 340]. Despite
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Figure 4.35: Biofilm (ConA) and bacterial DNA (Hoechst) staining measured on the same samples
to have a measure for biofilm development and bacterial count. The bacterial count
stayed at about the same level on all days. Many outliers can be seen on day 2 that
also occurred in ConA-fluorescence but are not undoubtedly assignable. Fluorescence
of ConA stayed at the same level until day 7 but significantly rose on day 10 and 14.
Hence, biofilm started noticeable growing after day 7.
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Figure 4.37: X-ray diffraction patterns of calcium hydroxide coated titanium disks after coloniza-
tion with S. aureus. Crystalline calcium hydroxide was not detectable, but between
30° and 35° a broad peak appeared that is related to calcium phosphate i. e. HA
formation. Peaks are labeled with ti for titanium, ca for calcium hydroxide, co for
corundum and ha for calcium phosphate/HA.
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Figure 4.38: Scanning electron microscopy images of S. aureus on titanium. On day 1, 2 and 3
about the same number of bacteria can be seen on the titanium, but no hints for
a biofilm formation. More bacteria are visible on day 10 and 14 and the amount
increases again for day 21. At day 21 bacteria adhere to each other and thin filaments
can be seen between them.
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4.8. Biofilm growth

Figure 4.39: Scanning electron microscopy images of S. aureus on calcium hydroxide coated
titanium. The coating with its cracks and crater-like structures is clearly visible on
day 1, 2 and 3, but seem to disappear from day 10 on. The number of bacteria on
the surface is comparable with that on titanium (see figure 4.38). On day 10 and 14
no signs of a biofilm formation are visible, but on day 21 aggregated bacteria and
fibers reveal a formed biofilm.
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the use of these techniques the infection rate seemed not to be reduced, but to increase [16].
Determination of biofilm formation is difficult, and currently under intense investigation [119,

130, 131, 341]. My experiments are only a tiny step to shed further light into the formation of
S. aureus and S. epidermidis biofilms and could detect biofilm formation starting between day
5 and 10 of bacterial incubation and a pronounced biofilm with SEM after 21 days.
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4.8. Biofilm growth

4.8.1. Cytocompatibility

This section was already published in [297]. Reprinted with permission, Copyright
© 2018, Springer Nature

Cytocompatibility is very important for an implant. Tests for Ca(OH)2, Ag-Ca(OH)2 and
Cu-Ca(OH)2 were made with hFOB over 10 days. The cell number as well as cell activity of
hFOB on sandblasted titanium increased over all days and showed a normal cell behavior (see
figure 4.27 A and B). Cu-Ca(OH)2 showed about the same activity per cell as Ca(OH)2 (see
figure 4.27 C). The cell number of Cu-Ca(OH)2 stayed practically constant, but the cell activity
slightly increased. Cell number and cell activity on Ag-Ca(OH)2 were immensely reduced.

In a previous study MG63 cells were used and revealed high cytocompatibility for Ca(OH)2
coatings. MG63 is a human osteosarcoma cell line and thus perhaps less sensitive against
material modifications. Therefore, the human cell line (hFOB 1.19) was used for this experiment,
as it is not degenerated. Compared to the uncoated sandblasted titanium substrates all coated
samples showed a significantly lower cell number and cell activity on all days. However, the
cell activity and number rose on Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 during the 10 days of the test
period. On Ag-Ca(OH)2 only few cells after 10 days and no proliferation could be detected.
The cells should not have been harmed by the silver concentrations, because, regarding to
the release profiles, the silver concentration should have been below the minimal toxic dose of
300 ppb [262]. A difference in the studies was the release medium SBF for the release study
and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) in the cell study, which can affect release
rates of silver. Especially proteins in the cell culture Medium DMEM can lead to higher silver
release [342] and thus explain higher toxicity. Together with the lower antibacterial activity of
silver compared to copper, silver is less promising as additive for the Ca(OH)2 coatings than
copper. Also, Heidenau et al. [39] could show the tendency of a lower cytotoxicity and a higher
antibacterial activity of copper.
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Figure 4.40: "Cell tests with hFOB. The cells showed an increased cell number (A) and activity
(B) on the titanium (Ti) control, pure Ca(OH)2 and Cu-Ca(OH)2 and comparable
activity per cell (C). Only on Ag-Ca(OH)2 no cells grew over 10 days." Reprinted
from [297] with permission, Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature.
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4.9. Coating of clinically relevant geometries

The big advantage of ECAD is, that it is a non-line-of-sight technique and complex geometries
can easily be coated. Besides medical application [343, 344] it is therefore under investigation
to produce protecting HA coatings on marble artwork [345] and calcium phosphate coatings on
carbon fiber cloth [346]. In order to get the same current density, the actual current must be
adapted to the larger surface area of larger and more complex shaped items. Further changes
to the process are not necessary. Adjusting the stirring speed to the size of the implant and the
size of the electrolytic cell can improve the coating. Another aspect that must be considered
are parts that must not be coated like screw threads, the part where the head is put on the
stem of a hip implant or the distal part of the stem. The easiest way is not to put these parts
into the electrolyte, but, if this is unavoidable, they need to be covered. To prove the feasibility
of calcium hydroxide coatings on clinically relevant geometries, a structured surface, a hip stem,
a tooth implant and a hip cup were coated.
A structured titanium sample of about 40 cm2 was coated with −2 A (≈ 50 mA cm−2) with

stirring of the electrolyte at 200 rpm for 30 min (see figure 4.41 A). The stem of the hip implant
shown in figure 4.41 B was coated at the same parameters for 15 min. For the tooth implant
−110 mA were applied for 15 min without stirring (see figure 4.41 C). All geometries were
coated homogeneously and showed good coating quality, independent of their different sizes and
morphologies. As proof of concept a commercially available hip cup was coated with calcium
hydroxide to show that even complex structures could be coated homogeneously (compare
figure 4.41 D). The screw threads that should be left un-coated were sealed with wax for the
first trial. In order to get a good, homogeneous coating around the screw threads but not in
the threads themselves, fitting plastic screws are a promising choice. They could additionally
fixate a sealing part for the inside of the cup. The coating parameter were estimated based on
experience from earlier experiments and only changed once during the experiment because the
bubble formation seemed to be too high. Coating was performed at −5 A at 500 rpm for 30
min and then at −3 A at 0 rpm for 2 h. Even at the first try with not optimized parameters
the hip cup could be coated homogeneously. Further analyses like SEM and XRD could not
be performed due to the geometry of the implant. The clinical partner wanted the implant
returned intact, therefore it was not possible to cut pieces that fit the analytical needs.

The experiments clearly showed the advantages of electrochemically assisted deposited calcium
hydroxide coatings and its high potential as antibacterial implant coating. Moreover, this
technique is easy to adapt to new implant geometries with only minor changes in the setup of
the coating device.
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Figure 4.41: Complex geometries coated with calcium hydroxide. A) Structured surface, B) hip
stem, C) dental implant and D) hip cup. The complex geometry of the hip cup was
homogeneously coated, and sealed screw threads were not coated. This indicates the
huge potential of electrochemically assisted deposition for implant coatings.
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Calcium hydroxide coatings produced with electrochemically assisted deposition (ECAD) showed
the potential to combine antibacterial properties and enhanced bone ingrowth. Thus, they are
a step in fighting aseptic loosening and implant infections, the two major problems for implants,
as implant registers and publications revealed and that occur in about 2 % of surgeries. Due to
the promising results calcium hydroxide coatings where filed as patent DE102016007126.5.
ECAD utilizes the pH-gradient for coating deposition, which was visualized with phenolph-

thalein and found to be surface confined. This is advantageous for thin coatings with good
adhesion. Surface pretreatment influenced the coating mass and the morphology of the calcium
hydroxide coating. The best compromise between coating mass and surface homogeneity was
the surface pretreatment with Korox 50. A mechanical surface pretreatment in combination
with a bioactive coating like calcium hydroxide is also favorable in terms of osseointegration
[347]. In addition, the morphology of the surface coating could be altered by applying pulsed
current, stirring or a combination of both during deposition. Thus, these parameters can be
used to further tune biocompatibility as well as antibacterial properties, because both are
affected by the surface morphology [310, 311, 314]. Experiments showed that morphology
can be different at the edge of the samples. Here voltage spikes occur that are dependent
on the radius of the tip and thus influence the deposition. To address this phenomenon a
systematic approach with different tip radii is suggested for further investigations. Studies
showed that laminar air-flow systems and space suits, were able to reduce the bacterial load in
the operation theater [339, 340], but infection rates were not reduced, in contrast, they rose
[16]. Microbiological evaluation of calcium hydroxide coatings revealed an antibacterial effect
for at least the first 13 h and could prevent colonization of the implant with bacteria during
surgery. To eradicate an infection 100 % of bacteria must be killed. As seen in this thesis
and nearly all publications dealing with bacteria, a 100 % reduction of bacteria is hardly ever
measured. Here a measurement problem occurs. The minimal number of bacteria needed for
meaningful measurements is dramatically higher than the concentration of bacteria that might
enter a wound during surgery. Therefore, the coatings could be way more effective than the
tests reveal. From the tests, however, only a certain antibacterial activity, but not a 100 %
reduction of bacteria can be found. Nevertheless, a lower bacterial burden helps the immune
system to fight the remaining bacteria. Whenever the antibacterial effect should be enhanced
and prolonged, the addition of silver and copper ions can help significantly. Copper proved most
promising, as the increase in antibacterial activity was higher than for silver while the impact
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on cytocompatibility was less pronounced. Additionally, copper is known to be angiogenic and
to stimulate bone growth, which is favorable for the use in implant coatings [348]. Former
studies showed, that after about 3 days the auto-biocompatibilization, that is the conversion of
calcium hydroxide to hydroxyapatite (HA), is finished in simulated body fluid (SBF) for pure
and coatings with copper or silver addition. This study showed that auto-biocompatibilization
is not inhibited by bacterial growth and could support bone ingrowth even in this critical
situation. The situation gets even more critical when bacteria form a biofilm. Treatments
against biofilm are commonly started after 3 weeks, where scanning electron microscope (SEM)
revealed pronounced biofilm formation. With the results of biofilm formation starting after 5
to 10 days in mind, a rethinking should start. It may be advantageous to treat infections as if
a biofilm is present from day 5 on and not after 3 weeks as common practice.
Since calcium hydroxide coatings were applied with ECAD, such coatings can be produced

on complex geometries. This was proven by successfully coating a commercially available hip
cup with a very complex macroscopic surface geometry. Calcium hydroxide coating together
with ECAD is a promising tool for the easy improvement of commercial and patient-specific
implants in terms of biocompatibility as well as antibacterial properties.
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